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ABSTRACT
A spatially resolving visible light detector system is used to measure con-

tinuum radiation near 5360A on the Alcator C Tokamak. For the typically
hot (T, >>50 eV) plasmas studied, the continuum emission is found to be
dominated by bremsstrahlung radiation near this wavelength region. Accurate
determinations of Zff are obtained from continuum measurements using inde-
pendently determined temperature and density measurements. For discharges
with line-average electron densities i- > 2 x 10 1 4 cm-3 , the weighted line-average
Zeff 1.2, and Zeff(r) is found to have a relatively flat profile shape, inconsis-
tent with neoclassical predictions. Small changes in the continuum brightness
(AB/B a 0.5%) due to sawteeth are detected and found to be consistent with
a simple sawtooth model.

Density profiles during high density, clean (Zff z2 1.2), pellet fueled dis-
charges, are also determined and are used to study the changes in particle trans-
port after injection. For discharges with sufficiently large pellet density increases
(one/ie> .7 - .9), density profiles are found to become more peaked following
the injection. In these cases, the profiles are found to remain peaked for the re-
mainder of the discharge, or until a 'giant' sawtooth or minor disruption abrupt lv
returns the profiles to a flatter pre-pellet condition. Both the threshold for the
particle transport changes and the effect of giant sawteeth are found to be well
correlated with changes in trace impurity transport.

Analysis of density profiles after pellet injection yields information about t he
radial diffusion and convection velocity of the plasma particles. The peaked ne,-
in the density profiles, observed after pellet injection, is attributable mostly to
increases in inward convection. It is concluded that neoclassical fluxes are too
small to account for these changes. Predictions from collisionless 7i, transport
theory are found to be qualitatively consistent with the observed changes in t lie
convection velocity.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and Motivation

for Continuum Studies

1.1 Introduction to Tokamak Research

This thesis presents measurements of visible continuum emissions from

Alcator C Tokamak plasmas. A thorough introduction to the prin-

ciples of tokamak confinement can be found in Ref. 4. A brief in-

troduction is now presented. The tokamak, (a Russian acronym for

TO(toroidalnaya - toroidal) KA(kamera - chamber) MA(magnitnoi - of

magnetic) K(katushki - coils) ) is a toroidally shaped, plasma confine-

ment device (see Fig. 1.1). The plasma discharge is initiated by leaking

a small amount of gas (eg. H2 , D2 , or He ) into the toroidal vacuum

chamber, while applying a toroidal electric field. This electric field is

induced in the plasma by continuously changing the current through

the ohmic coils (Et,,. = -d4/dt ) positioned inside the hole of the torus

(see Fig. 1.1). The electric field can drive a large toroidal current (for

Alcator C ~ .6 MA) which resistively heat the plasma ("ohmic heat-

ing" 77j 2), and can result in plasma temperatures of few keV (- 10 -20

million degrees C). Unfortunately, the plasma's resistivity decreases as

the plasma temperature increases, so that auxiliary heating schemes

(like RF or neutral beam injection) will probably be needed in order

to reach the relatively high temperatures required for plasma ignition'.

The toroidal current is also useful in generating a poloidal mag-

netic field within the plasma which provides the plasma with an ra-

dially inward (-f) equilibrium force necessary to balance the radially
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outward expansion forces. The a of the poloidal field is typi-

cally much smaller than the toroi - .: (due to stability constraints2' 3

), and results in a slightly helical magnetic field. This effectively shorts-

out the vertical electric fields which are inherent in toroidally confined

plasmas, and which if present, would result in a loss of plasma con-

finement.

A vertical magnetic field B,,,t is also used to help confine the

plasma and is generated in the plasma by externally wound toroidal

coils. Bert provides the plasma current channel an inward equilib-

rium force (directed towards th- -nter axis of the torus j o, o Bver).

This force balances the outwar -- ansion forces which are inherent in

toroidal confinement.

A toroidal magnetic field is used to help confine the hot ionized

plasma particles, and if large enough can stabilize the kink mode instability2 3

Therefore, higher currents and thus, higher temperatures are achiev-

able with larger toroidal fields. Alcator C's toroidal field (see Fig 1.1)

is generated by helically connected copper plates (Bitter plates), which

can generate relatively high toroidal fields (- 15 T) in comparison to

other present-day tokamaks in operation.

In 1968, at the Third International Conference on Plasma Physics

and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research in Novosibirsk, USSR 5 , results

from the T-3 Tokamak indicated that tokamak plasmas could be con-

fined for much longer times (30 Bohm times) and at much higher tem-

peratures (1 KeV) than other plasma confinement devices which were

operating at that time. Since then, tokamak research has advanced sig-

nificantly. Well confined, stable plasmas with densities and tempera-

tures approaching fusion reactor relevant values are now routinely ob-

tained by present-day operating tokamaks. However, the final order of

9



ALCATOR C TOKAMAK

Ohmic Field Coils

JI-

- Toroidal Field
- Magnet

(ALN

HorizntaToroidal

cess Port Vacuum Chamber

0

Figure 1.1 - Cutaway view of the Alcator C Tokamak.
The orthogonal toroidal coordinate system (r, 8, 0) is illus-
trated. These coordinate directions are also commonly referred
to as 'radial'. poloidal'. and 'toroidal', respectfully.
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magnitude increases in plasma temperatures and densities, necessary

for plasma ignition, have not yet been achieved. Many technological

problems associated with constructing safe, reliable, and economically

attractive tokamak fusion reactors also remain to be solved.

1.2 Alcator C Tokamak

Experimental results presented in this thesis were obtained from mea-

surements taken on the MIT Alcator C Tokamak'. Alcator C (a latin

acronym for AL(altus - high) CA(campus - field) TOR(toroid) ) is a

research-oriented tokamak experiment which first began operation in

1979. Among present-day tokamaks, Alcator C is distinguished in hav-

ing achieved, to date, the highest plasma densities Ii = 1.0 x 10 15 cm-3

with pellet fueled discharges7 . In 1983, Alcator C was the first toka-

mak to reach the Lawson number nrE for thermalized breakeven7 .

The typical range of some of Alcator C plasma parameters are:

line-average electron densities (non-pellet) ,i .5 - 5 x 1O'4 cm 3 ; cen-

tral electron temperatures Teo = .5 - 2.5 keV: toroidal currents I, =

100 - 600 kA; and toroidal fields Bt = 6 - 15 T. The major radius

(center of toroidal axis to plasma center distance) is 64 cm, and the

minor radius (plasma column radius) is typically 16.5 cm.

11



1.3 Review of Spectroscopic Theory of Continuum Emission

Continuum radiation in hot plasmas results when either: 1) a free elec-

tron is accelerated by a positively charged nucleus, resulting in a free

electron of less energy and a photon (bremsstrahlung radiation); or 2)

a free electron is captured by- an ion, resulting in a lower charge-state

ion and a photon (recombination radiation). Both processes generally

contribute to the total continuum emission, although, as will be shown,

at certain temperatures and in certain wavelength regions bremsstrah-

lung emission dominates recombination radiation.

Spectroscopic theory provides accurate formulae for hydrogenic con-

tinuum cross-sections8 '9 . The total bremsstrahlung emissivity from a

plasma with electron temperature T, (eV), at wavelength A (A) , with

electron density n.(cm~3 ), ion density ni(cm- 3 ), and ion charge Zi is:

C1, n.ni Z 9ae~h"' * a
Ebrem = e Z / photons/sec/cm/A/sr, (1.1)

where Cb is 9.5 x 10- 4 /(47r), and gf is the free-free Gaunt factor,

averaged over a maxwellian electron distribution at temperature Te.

The free-free Gaunt factor is defined as the ratio of the bremsstrahlung

cross section to Kramers' classical emission cross section1 0, and gener-

ally includes the effects of all non-classical processes. An analytical ex-

pressi )n for gf, involving complex hypergeometric functions, has been

calculated from quantum-mechanical dipole transition probabilities8 . Nu-

merical calculations of the temperature-averaged §f are shown in Fig.

1.2, and is generally a function of photon wavelength, ion charge, and

electron temperature. In certain temperature and wavelength regimes

simple analytic approximations have also been obtained". The analyt-

ical expressions for §f, which are used in this thesis, (valid at these low

12



photon energies (2.3 eV)) are given as: §f = (v/3/7r)ln{(4/y5/2)(T/hv)(T/13.6Z2)1/2)j

for T < 77 eV, and gg = (v'/3/r)ln{(4T/yhv} for T > 77 eV, where

-y = 1.781.

5.0 3 X 10'I&~
53x*

to0
&0*

300

1.0-s **0

a

0.

i = hvi kU,

Figure 1.2 - Temperature-averaged free-free Gaunt fac-
tor versus u = hv/kT, for various values of 2 = Z 2 Ry/kT,.
From Ref. 8.

The recombination emissivity from a plasma with electron temper-

ature T, (eV), at wavelength A (A) ,with electron density n,(cm- 3 ),

ion density n;(cm-3), and ion charge Z is

Erecomb = 2CbY n,nZ' { e~Z/^ } (1.2)

photons/sec/cm 3/ A/sr

13



where,

An a hc/(Econtinuum - En),

XH is the Rydberg energy (13.6 eV), and gf, is the free-bound Gaunt

factor averaged over the shell of principal number n. The free-bound

Gaunt factor is defined as the ratio of the recombination cross-section

to Kramers' free-bound cross-sections' 0 . gf, has been calculated8 for n

= 1 - 20 over a large range of hv/XHZ?. For photon wavelength A =

5360A, jo, is between .8 and 1.1 for all n and Z. The summation in

Eq. 1.2 only includes the electron recombination into states of energy

En (E, = XHZi/n 2 ) such that Econtinuum - En <; hv = 2.3eV(A =

5360A). Recombination into partially filled levels is not included in

Eq. 1.2 since the contribution is small at these low photon energies.

Combining Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2, the ratio of recombination to brems-

strahlung emissivity is given by

Eeom 2XZ }hc/AT. (1.3)
Ebrem .T, n3

This continuum ratio is plotted in Fig 1.3 for electron tempera-

tures between 2.3 - 2300 eV at A = 5360A for ions of charge Zi =

1, Zi = 6 and Zi = 26. In this wavelength region, bremsstrahlung ra-

diation dominates the continuum (> 99%) for sufficiently large elec-

tron temperatures (T, > 50 eV). Since most continuum radiation near

A = 5360A is from the high density, hot (1-2 keV) central core of the

14



Recomb/Brems Emissivity
(\=5360 A)

100 71Iiui

L- Z,=6
X'* Z,=26

10-

10-2

0-3-

A\

10'4

10-5 1 ens
100 10, 102 103 10

Te(eV)

Figure 1.3 -- Ratio of thermal bremsstrahlung to recom-
bination emissivities for Z, = 1. 6, and 26. calculated from
Eq. 1.3.
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discharge, the total continuum emission is assumed to be largely dom-

inated by bremsstrahlung radiation.

Measurements of the Alcator C spectrum in the visible region were

obtained from analysis of film spectra using a 1/2 meter Jarrel-Ash

monochromator. A typical spectrum between 5000A < A < 5600A.

integrated over many discharges, is shown in Fig 1.4. The observed

line at 5289 A is identified as either OVI or CVI (n=8 - 7 transi-

tion), which may be populated from charge-exchange with neutral hy-

drogen. An OVI line was also identified at this wavelength on the

T-6 Tokamak". although mislabeled as OIV13 . The background level

shown in Fig. 1.4. is attributed to the continuum radiation from the

plasma.

0 M
4 OVI I CVI

Cl UI

C

5360

0
5000 5200 5400 56001

Wavelength (SA)

Figure 1.4 - Film spectrum of wavelength region 5000A <
A < 5600A. Background level is attributed to continuum ra-
diation.
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As shown in Eq. 1.1. the bremsstrahlung emissivity is proportional

to n niZ, where the weak charge dependence of gf will be ignored.

In a plasma with multiple ion species, the emissivity is proportional

to total emission from each species, or '7 n,nZ2. For a quasi-neutral

plasma (n, = Z n,Z,). the total emission from a multiple species plasma

is proportional to:

.7n Z2
Ebrern xnzn z1

The second term is defined as Zf:

Z-fe = (1.4)SZ.

where each summation is over all ion species of charge Zi. Zeg is the

average ionic charge, weighted by a Zi factor. Thus, the presence of

a very small percent of a highly ionized impurity ion can have a large

effect on the plasma's Zff . For example, a hydrogenic plasma with

1.6% (nimp/n,) 0' or 0.077% Fe+26 has a Z-a of 1.5.

Equation 1.1 can now be rewritten for multiple ion species plas-

mas, in terms of Zef :

C6 n 2 ' eff .4C-g hc1Af
E,,rm = -- photons/sec cm 3/A/sr. (1.5)

where Cb is 9.5 x 10-'' (4fr) and §f is the free-free Gaunt factor of

the background gas.
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1.4 Visible Continuum Diagnostic and Applications

Three optical detector systems were built for use in measuring the visi-

ble continuum emissions from Alcator C plasmas. A brief introduction

to these diagnostic systems is presented below with a more detailed

description being presented in Chapter 2.

Visible light from the plasma is first filtered with an interference

filter having a peak transmission in a wavelength region which has been

determined to be dominated by the continuum (near .5360 A). The light

is then imaged and detected via each optical detector system. A 20-

channel system', which uses photoniultiplier tube (PMT) detectors.

was originally designed for use at a side port (midplane of the torus)

since stray magnetic fields are minimal there. Later, a single chan-

nel system which transmitted light through a 10-meter light pipe to

a PMT, and a 16-channel photodiode detector system were built for

use on Alcator's vertical ports. All of these detector systems are rel-

atively easy to absolutely calibrate with a tungsten lamp and to opti-

cally align.

In order to determine the Zff profiles from visible continuum mea-

surements, independent measurements of n, and T, are needed (see Eq.

1.5). The diagnostics which are usually available on Alcator C for de-

termining n, and T, are: 1) 5-chord FIR interfetrometer (n,fr,t)); 2)

single chord Thomson scattering ( n, ir = 0.t) and Te(r = 0. t) at - 20

ins intervals); 3) ECE emission measurement (T it) or a radial scan of

T,(r.t) every 15 ins): and 4) soft X-ray spectriim measurement (Ti.

In cases where T, and Zef profiles are known or can be estimated.

electron density profiles can be inferred. This generally limits the anal-

ysis to high density. clean discharges where Zfi r) is usually found to

be quite flat and near I (Section 3.2). In Section 3.4, Zef(r) is shown

18



to also remain relatively flat during N2 gas injection, where Zef in-

creases from 1.2 to 1.4.

One motivation for using continuum measurements to infer elec-

tron density profiles is the relatively high spatial resolution achievable-

approximately the spatial resolution of the optical detection system (-=

1 cm/channel). High resolution profile measurements are necessary to

accurately determine the spatial variations of the particle transport. In

Chapter 6. the particle transport during high density, pellet fueled dis-

charges are presented. In these discharges, changes in particle trans-

port are observed following pellet injection. Concurrent interferometer

and Thomson scattering measurements are then used to check indepen-

dently the continuum inferred line-integral and central densities.

19



1.5 Organization of Thesis

This thesis basically consists of four parts: a description of the con-

tinuum diagnostic. impurity studies, sawtooth detection, and particle

transport studies during pellet injection discharges. Chapter 2 describes

in detail the optical detector systems which are used to measure visi-

ble continuum brightness profiles. Chapter 3 presents measurements of

Z.ff obtained from absolute continuum brightness measurements. Com-

parisons are made with values of Zff estimated from loop voltage and

T, measurements. and are found to be in good agreement over a wide

range of values. Effects of N 2 gas-puff injection on Zff are studied.

An important result of this chapter is that Z.g (the approximate spa-

tial average of Z.ff(r) ) 'is found to be very close to 1 in high density

discharges. This result was a major motivation for using the contin-

uum as a density diagnostic. In Chapter 4, small sawtooth oscilla-

tions are detected on the central-chord visible continuum brightness,

by averaging over many sawtooth periods. The sawtooth amplitude is

AB/B ~ 0.5%, which is found to be consistent with a simple sawtooth

model. This result indicates that the continuum brightness is indeed

due mostly to bremsstrahlung emissions from the high density core of

the discharge. In Chapter 5, electron density profiles during high den-

sity, clean (Zeff - 1.2) pellet-fueled discharges are inferred from con-

tinuum brightness profile measurements. One interesting result is that

in cases where the injected pellet increases the background density suf-

ficiently, profiles are observed to remain peaked after the density has

decayed to a new constant level. Chapter 6 presents analysis of these

density profiles utilizing a technique which allows the diffusion coeffi-

cient D(r,t) and the inward convection velocity V(r,t) to be determined

in the high density, source-free central region of the plasma.

20



CHAPTER 2

Experimental Apparatus and Calibration

2.1 Introduction

The major objective of this chapter is to describe in detail the detector

systems which have been built to measure visible continuum radiation

from Alcator C plasmas. The first diagnostic system used to measure

visible continuum radiation from a tokamak plasma was built in 1979

by Kadota et al". The single-channel optical system consisted of an

imaging lens and monochromator which was set to only transmit con-

tinuum light (A = 5230 A, A, = 5 A) to a detector. Zeff radial profiles

were obtained by shot-to-shot radial scans. Marmar et al.16 used this

technique in 1980 to obtain Zeff profiles on Alcator.

The first multichannel visible continuum detector system for di-

agnosing tokamak plasmas was built in 1981 for use on Alcator C1 4 .

This detector system basically consists of an interference filter posi-

tioned in front of a 20-channel spatially resolving optical system. The

filter's maximum passband wavelength is selected in a wavelength re-

gion which is found (from film spectrum measurements) to be relatively

free of line emission ( A ~ 5360 A). Recently, the use of the visible con-

tinuum has become widespread with similar diagnostic systems being

built for use on other tokamaks' 7 1 9 .

Section 2.2 describes the 20-channel detector system, and contains

a brief description of interference filters and photomultiplier tubes which

are components of this system. Section 2.3 describes the single chan-

nel camera detector system. Section 2.4 describes a 16-channel camera
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detector system, and contains a brief description of the PIN photodi-

ode detectors which are used in this system. Section 2.5 presents the

time responses of each system. Section 2.6 describes the method used

to absolutely calibrate the detector systems.

2.2 20-Channel Detector System

A 20-channel, spatially resolving, visible light detector system has been

used to measure continuum radiation on the Alcator C tokamak"'. As

shown in Fig. 2.1. the light is first filtered with a 30 A FWHM interfer-

ence filter having a peak transmission of 67% at A = 5360 A. The light

is then imaged with a lens, 3.0cm in diameter and 40cm focal length,

onto an array of light pipes and transmitted to 20 Hamamatsu 1P28

photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The array is 0.79cm wide and 7.6cm

high and consists of a 4 x 40 matrix of 1.0mm-dia. plastic light pipes.

This allows chordal measurements of 1.7cm resolution at the center of

the plasma with a limiter radius of 16 cm. The light pipes are epoxied

into a drilled 1.6 mm-thick plate with a bundle of eight pipes trans-

mitting light to each PMT. The current from each PMT is actively

filtered at mc = 100 psec and then digitized with a 12-bit, 5kHz A/D

converter. The cathode voltage is usually varied between -300V and

1I



5360 A 40 cm f.1.
301 FWHM 3cm dio.
FILTER LENS

Rotatable Mirror

Ground Glass

BUNDLES OF
EIGHT PIPES

PHOTOMULTIPLIER
TUBES

S 0 a

ULT LT" -1

Wil

Figure 2.1 - Schematic of 20-channel visible detector sys-
tem.

-600 V, depending on the plasma density, so as to maximize the dy-

namic range of the instrument.

The housing box is constructed of 4.7nmmn-thick metal alloy (50%

iron. 50% nickel, p = 5 x 104.) This provides partial magnetic shield-

ing from Alcator's external fields, which are primarily due to the ohmic

heating transformer coil. In addition, each PMT is individually shielded.

providing an overall magnetic attenuation Bin,/Bt = 0.002 with a sat-

uration limit of 300 Gauss. The interference filter and lens are mounted

directly on the mobile portion of the light shield, allowing adjustable

focusing while eliminating stray light. A mirror is mounted near the
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front of the light pipe array, which when rotated 45*, reflects light onto

a frosted glass slide positioned at the image plane. This provides a

viewfinder used for aligning the detector system.

For typical Alcator C parameters of fi; = 2 x 11'4 cm 3 , Teo =

1500eV, and Zff = 1, the central chord bremsstrahlung power col-

lected by this system (A = 5360A, A = 30A) is 4.2 x 10-10 W (1.1 x

109 photons/sec). A typical brightness profile from this detector system

is shown in Fig. 2.2.

0e .z

2 0.4

_j

0
-20 -10 0 10 20

MINOR RADIUS (cm)
Figure 2.2 - Typical visible continuum brightness profile
for a non-pellet. ohmically heated discharge. Brightness pro-
file was obtained from the 20-channel instrument viewing the
plasma from the horizontal midplane.
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Interference Filters:

The three detector systems described in sections 2.2 - 2.4 use in-

terference filters with peak transmissions near A = 5500 A, which is

a wavelength region dominated by continuum emission. Interference

filters are composed of closely spaced, partially reflecting, plane par-

allel dielectric surfaces20 . These Fabry-Perot-like interferometers spec-

trally filter incident light through multiple reflection interference. Max-

imum transmission of the incident light filter occurs when the phase

difference between two parallel waves reflecting from. the surface is 7rm

(m = 0, 1, 2. 3, . .. ) radians. For a single layer dielectric of refraction

index n. maximum transmission occurs at wavelengths:

2dncos(O )Am 2dco,9 m=O, 1, 2, 3,. .. (2.1)
m - /7r

where d is the dielectric thickness, 9 is the internal refraction angle, d

is the change in phase on internal reflection, and m is the transmission

order. Single band transmission is achieved by using blocking filters

above and below the desired wavelength A. Narrow passband filters

are obtained by using partially reflecting metallic coatings and multiple

dielectric layers.

Use of interference filters can provide a relatively easy method of

measuring brightnesses from integrated portions of the wavelength spec-

trum. This is particularly useful in measuring continuum light in wave-

length regions relatively free from line emission. Interference filters which

are commercially available have passband widths from about 10 A FWHM

to 1000 A FWHM throughout the visible wavelength region.
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As shown in Eq. 2.1, the peak transmission wavelength is down-

shifted for light with incident angles not normal to the filter's surface

(6 > 0*). Thus, it is important to consider the angles of incidence for

all rays of light which pass through the filter and strike the detector so

as not to down-shift into a wavelength region containing many lines.

For the geometry of this detector system the maximum incident angle

is approximately 100 This corresponds to a down-shift of approximately

25 A 21 which, as shown in Fig. 1.4, is in a wavelength region still

dominated by continuum. The stop band rejection for these "Iters is

.001% (average), and - .01% (maximum) 1 .

Photomultiplier Tubes:

The 20-channel detector system uses photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)

to detect visible continuum radiation. Photomultiplier tubes consist of

two components, a photoemissive cathode which emits a current pro-

portional to the incident flux of light, and a current amplifying dynode

chain. PMTs typically have 5-15 dynode stages which provide a max-

imum photoemission current amplification of 10 5 - 10. The sensitiv-

ity of a PMT is proportional to the product of the quantum efficiency

of the photocathode (electrons/photon ) with the current gain of the

dynode stage, and is usually strongly dependent on the photocathode

material and incident wavelength.
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The 1P28 PMTs use Sb-Cs photocathodes which have quantum

efficiencies of approximately 3% (at A = 5360 A) resulting in a photo-

cathode sensitivities of 15mA/W. With a typical cathode voltage of

-400V, the anode radiant sensitivity is 30 A/W.

2.3 Single Channel Detector System

The single channel detector system consists of a modified 35mm SLR

Pentax camera body with a light pipe mounted at the center of the im-

age plane (see Fig. 2.3). Light is then transmitted through the light

pipe to a Hamamatsu R955 PMT. A 5366 A, 30 A FWHM interference

filter is positioned in front of 135mm-focal-length, f3.5 lens, which fo-

cuses the light onto the .20 mm-dia. light pipe. This provides a spatial

resolution of approximately 2 mm in the center of the plasma.The com-

pact size of the camera body and the built-in viewfinder allow a rela-

tively easy alignment of the light pipe-lens axis with the plasma center.

The R955 PMT uses a multi-alkali photocathode having a quantum ef-

ficiency of 12% (at A = 5360 A) resulting in a cathode sensitivity of

55mA/W. For a typical cathode potential of -700V, the anode ra-

diant sensitivity is approximately 2.1 x 104 A/W. The PMT current
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Interference Filter To Preamp
SLR Camera

Figure 2.3 - Schematic of single channel detector system.

is converted to voltage (106 V/A, rRc = 100ps) and then digitized at

5kHz.

For typical Alcator C parameters of i- = 2 x 1014 cm- 3 , To =

1500 eV, and Zef = 1, the central chord bremsstrahlung power col-

lected by this system (A = 5360A, AA = 30A is 2.9 x 10-" W (8.1 x

107 photons/st').
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Because of the compact size of the camera body and the built-

in viewfinder, this detector system is relatively easy to calibrate and

align, and is routinely used to measure Zeff

2.4 16-Channel Detector System

The 16-channel detector system consists of a modified 35 mm SLR Pen-

tax camera body with an array of 16 PIN photodiodes (.25 cm x 3.0 cm)

mounted at the image plane (see Fig. 2.4). A 5500 A, 600 A FWHM

interference filter is positioned in front of the 200 mm-focal-length lens

which focuses the light onto the photodiodes. This provides a spatial

resolution of .83cm at the center of the plasma. Current from the pho-

todiodes is converted to voltage (4 x 107 V/A, rRc = 1 ms), and then

digitized at 5kHz.

PIN Photodiodes:

The 16-channel detector system uses PIN photodiodes to detect

visible continuum radiation. PIN photodiodes consist of thin Si chips

with a p-type region, an intrinsic (Si) region, and a n-type region. An

electron-hole pair is created when a photon of sufficient energy knocks

an electron into tIw conduction band of the semiconductor. The electron-

hole pair is then separated by the internal electric field in the intrinsic

region and collected as current.
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Figure 2.4 - Schematic of 16-channel detector system.

Photodiodes typically have peak quantum efficiencies in the range

of 40% to 70% - significantly higher than PMTs. However, since pho-

todiodes have no internal gain, they require high gain, low noise am-

plification for detecting weak light intensities.

This detector system uses UDT A4C-8PL photodiodes which have

quantum efficiencies -1 55% at 5500 A. The active areas of each pho-

todiode is 4.3mm2 . For typical Alcator C parameters of i-~~ = 2 ,
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1014 cm 3, To = 1500eV, and Zeff = 1, the central chord bremsstrah-

lung power detected by this system (A = 5500A, aA = 600A) is 3.8 x

10 8 W (1.0 x 1011 photons/sec).

2.5 Temporal Responses

The maximum time response of each detector system, Af.x, is

defined here as the maximum filtering bandwidth which results in a

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than 1. Af.., is dependent on both

the the efficiency and type of photodetector used, and is generally lim-

ited by the total collected flux (photons/sec) of the optical system.

The two detector systems which are described in sections 2.2 and

2.3 use PMTs to detect the incident light flux and amplify the pho-

toelectron current. Since the PMT dark noise and pre-amplifier noise

are relatively small, the photon statistical noise determines the SNR.

This type of noise is due to the statistical fluctuations in the number

of photons/sec emitted from the plasma (proportion to the square-root

of the photon flux) and. in the number of photoelectrons emitted per

incident photon from the photocathode. Since quantum efficiencies for

PMT's are generally imuch less than unity, the photoelectron emission

statistics of the PNIT (liermines the SNR of the signal. Therefore.

Af. is approximately the photocathode emission frequency and, for

constant bandwidth, the SNR is proportional to the square-root of the

incident light flux.
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For typical Alcator C parameters of ii- = 2 x 1014 cm-3, TeO =

1500eV, and Zff = 1, the central chord bremsstrahlung power col-

lected by the 20-channel system (etendue = 1.5 x 10-4cm2 sr) is 4.2 x

10 1 0 W (1.1 x 109 photons/sec). This corresponds to a cathode emis-

sion frequency of 3.4 x 10 electrons/sec. Thus, Af. = 3.4 x 10' Hz

for bremsstrahlung emissions at these plasma densities and tempera-

tures. The central chord bremsstrahlung power collected by the single

channel system (etendue = 1.1 x 10~ 5cm 2 sr) is 2.9 x 10~" W (8.1 x

107 photons/sec). This corresponds to a cathode emission frequency of

9.7 x 106 (electrons/sec). Thus, Afn. = 9.7 x 10' Hz for bremsstrah-

lung emissions at these plasma densities and temperatures.

In section 2.4, a 16-channel detector system is described which

uses PIN photodiodes as detectors. In these high quantum efficient (a

.6), unity gain photodetectors, the noise in the diode and/or electron-

ics dominates the SNR of this system. For the SNR to be greater than

unity, the incident light power must be greater than the noise equiv-

alent power (NEP) of the detector system. The NEP of these pho-

todiodes is proportional to V/f. Thus, Afmx (which is Af when

SNR =1 or equivalently when the incident light power equals the NEP)

is proportional to the square of the incident light flux. For constant

bandwidth, the noise is constant so that the SNR is proportional to

the incident flux.

The NEP of the system i measured to be approximately 6x 1010 W

for Af = .16kHz (NEP - 4.7 < 10-"V~/jW).

For typical Alcator C parameters of - = 2 x 1014 cm- 3 ,Teo =

1500 eV, and Zff = 1 , the central chord bremsstrahlung power de-

tected by this system (etendue = 7.0 x 10- 4cm2sr) is 3.8 x 10-1W
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(1.0 x 1011 photons/sec). ALfmax at these plasma densities and temper-

atures is (3.8 x 10-8/4.7 x 10-11)2 = 6.5 x 105 sec- 1.

Although the photon flux and the bandwidth of the detector sys-

tem determine the SNR, very small amplitude variations can still be

detected by using synchronous averaging techniques. This method is

used in Chapter 4 to detect small (0.5%) sawteeth oscillations on the

central chord continuum brightness.

2.6 Absolute Calibration

In order to obtain accurate, absolute brightness measurements, the de-

tector systems were calibrated with a tungsten lamp of known spectral

brightness. As is shown below, accurate line-integral plasma emissivi-

ties are obtained by comparisons with the results of this absolute cal-

ibration.

The output signal Sc 1 (in volts) from a detector system whose

detector is focused on the calibration lamp's filament (filled etendue)

is given by:

Scal = i(O) -d3 Bcai(A)F(A)R(A)dA (2.2)

where the first integral is the solid angle from lens area dS, subtended

by the detector at angle 0, int'grated over the projected lens area.

Bca,(A) is the brightness of the 'alibration lamp at wavelength A, and

F(A) is the filter's spectral transmission. R(A) is the product of the

spectral responses of the lens, light pipes (used in the 20-channel and

single channel system), and detectors (PMTs or photodiodes), and the

gain of the amplifier (V/A).
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The single channel and 20-channel detector systems were calibrated

in this manner, while the 16-channel detector system (whose etendue

could not be filled by the thin calibration filament) was cross-calibrated

against the single channel detector system's response to a diffuse source.

The brightness B (photons /unit time/solid angle/wavelength/unit

projected area) from a plasma is given by the line-integral of the emis-

sivity

E(photons /unit time/solid angle/wavelength/ unit volume) along the

line of sight through the plasma,

B(A) = fE(, )dl (2.3)

where = is the position (r, 9) along the emission chord L through the

plasma with respect to the plasma center r=O. Actual brightness mea-

surements have finite spatial resolution, so that Eq. 2.3 is only accu-

rate when the spatial resolution is smaller than the spatial scale length.

This is easily satisfied for the typical - 1 cm spatial resolution of these

detector systems.

The output signal Sbrem (in volts) from the same detector system

measuring the bremsstrahlung brightnesses from a plasma

is

Sbrm= jf (f) -dSj Ebre.(AO, idlf e(A )F(A)R(A)dA (2.4)
J~.. L 10

where e(A) is the bremsstrahlung wavelength dependence ( e(A) = Ao/A),

AO is the wavelength at which F(A)R(A) is maximum, and Ebrem(Ao,:)

is the bremsstrahlung emissivity at wavelength A = AO from position

in the plasma.
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Combining Eqs. 2.2-2.4, the bremsstrahlung brightness is written

as:

Bbrem( Ao) = Ebrem(Ao, 3)dl = Bcal(AO)g Srem (2.5)
fL Sca.l

where g,\ is the wavelength form-factor defined as:

B, 0 I(A) F(A)R(A)dA
foCBca.j(Ao)

YA= Jo (2.6)

joe(A)F(A)R(A)dA

For the 16 channel detector system, which uses a 5500 A, 600A

FWHM filter and PIN photodiode detectors, g,\ was calculated to be

approximately 0.98.

The other two detector systems use 30 A FWHM filters. Since the

spectral variation of R(A)) is small over this small wavelength region,

a good approximation is to let F(A) = AAF 0 6(AO- A). From Eq. (2.6),

g\ = 1, where AO is now the peak transmission of the interference filter.

Eq. 2.5 is simplified to:

Bbrem(Ao) = Ebrm(Ao, 3)dl = B~c(Ao ) Sbrm (2.7)
fL SC.1

Uncertainties in the absolute calibrnt ion are small due to the easy

availability of well calibrated sources ii the visible wavelength region.

The uncertainty in the brightness of the calibration lamp used in cal-

ibrating these detector systems is given as < 3%.

Thus, accurate line-integral emissivities are obtained by compar-

isons of measured brightness with the results of absolute calibration.
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CHAPTER 3

Impurity Measurements

3.1 Motivation for Impurity Studies

This chapter describes how Zff , the average plasma ionic charge,

is obtained from visible continuum measurements, and presents the ef-

fects of changes in various plasma conditions on Zeff . The definition

of Zeff was shown in Chapter 1 to arise naturally from the bremsstrah-

lung emissivity of a multiple ion-species plasma,

V'n;Z2

niZi.

Zff provides a good estimate of the overall plasma purity, since it

depends on a sum over all the ions in the plasma. In cases where the

dominant impurity is known, approximate impurity concentrations can

be inferred. Zff measurements are also sometimes needed to interpret

correctly the results from other diagnostics, such as T from neutron

flux measurements.

The role of controlling impurities in future fusion reactors will be

an important one. Sudden introductions of impurities from the plasma

edge can radiatively cool the current channel sufficiently to cause major

plasma disruptions. Disruptions can result in structural damage to the

limiter and vacuum wall due to thermal deposition and due to forces

caused by large induced currents. Possible damage to the vacuum ves-

sel and blanket structure due to disruptions is therefore a major con-

cern to the designers of future large experimental tokamaks22 .
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The presence of small concentrations of background impurities in

reactor-grade plasmas is equally detrimental. For example, a .01% Mo

contamination increases the minimum temperature required for ignition

from 4.4 keV to 10 keV for a D-T fusion reactor, while a .2% Mo

plasma will not ignite at any temperature'. Given the present-day, low

efficiency heating results from both RF and NBI (neutral beam injec-

tion) experiments. the effectiveness in maintaining low levels of impu-

rities may be decisive for achieving the high temperatures needed for

ignition.

The introduction of impurities into the plasma is generally due

to the 10-20 eV edge plasma interacting with nearby materials such

as limiters, the vacuum chamber wall, rf antennae, and edge diagnos-

tics. One major plasma-wall interaction, believed to be important in

explaining the high impurity levels during low density Alcator C dis-

charges. is sputtering on the limiter surfaces due to background and

impurity ions2 s. Enhanced run-away electron populations, most preva-

lent at low densities, or during strong lower-hybrid RF current drive,

can also lead to large increases in the influx of limiter material, proba-

bly due to increases in evaporation and melting. Other processes, such

as blistering may also be important mechanisms for introducing un-

wanted impurities into the plasma 26 .

In section 3.2. the method used for obtaining Zff(r) profiles and

the line-average Zff is described. Section 3.3 presents a comparison be-

tween enhancements of the resistivity over Spitzer", as inferred from

Z.ff measurements and as inferred from loop voltage and T, measure-

ments. This provides an independent check of Zefr measurements. In
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Section 3.4, the effects of N 2 injection on Zef(r) are presented. In Sec-

tion 3.5, uncertainties in the Zef measurements are discussed.

3.2 Zff Inferred from Continuum Measurements

Zeff can be inferred from visible continuum measurements when inde-

pendent electron temperature and electron density measurements are

available. From Eq. 1.5, Zff(r) can be written as,

AO T 2 (r) Ebrem(Aor)
Zeff(r) = Z (r) ff(T.()) ehc/oT(r)(3.2)

The brightness profiles are least-squares fitted with Fourier-Bessel

series of the form: B(r) = S'anJo(vnr/a), where Jo is the zero-order

Bessel function with B(a) = 0. The. Abel inversion is then given as

Ebrem(r) = V anAn(vnr/a), where An is the Abel inversion of Jo(vnr/a).

Electron density profiles n,(r) are obtained by Abel inverting 5-chord

interferometer data. Electron temperature diagnostics which are fre-

quently available on Alcator C are Thomson scattering, electron cy-

clotron emission, and soft-xray spectrum measurements. These mea-

surements of T,(r), n,(r), and Ebrem(r) are then used to determine

Zeff(r) .

A typical Zeff(r) profile for a moderate density discharge is shown

in Fig. 3.1. Z~ff(r) is seen to be approximately flat out to the rela-

tive radius r/a = 0.75. At these densities the dominant impurities are

probably due to low to medium Z ions - like carbon or oxygen 27 . For

typical Teo = 1 - 2 keV discharges, these impurities are fully ionized

over the much of the central plasma core. Since the electron density
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profiles during non-pellet fueled discharges are usually found to quite

flat, these measurements of Zeff(r) imply that the fully-stripped, low

Z impurities also have centrally flat profiles.

4

h.

S
N 21-

0
0 4 8 12

MINOR RADIUS (cm)

16 20

Figure 3.1 - Typical Zefr(r) profile during the steady-state
portion of an ohmically heated discharge. Relative profile un-
certainties are estimated to be ~ ±16% near r=O and ~ ±12%
near r/a = 0.5.

A 'line-average' Zeff is defined as,

- A0 T 2 Bbrem(Ao, z = 0)2a (3)
Zei-Cb ie §ff (Teo) e- cA0TO fz

where z=r/a, Bbrem(AO, Z = 0) is the central chord (z=O) bremsstrah-

lung brightness (see Eq. 2.7), and ffe is the central line average electron
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density. f, is a profile form-factor function, which is weakly dependent

on the density and temperature profiles, and is defined as:

Il n,'(z) T 1/2  g4ff(TC(z)) e-hc/AoT(z-)

f J - (3.4)eO Te(Z)'1 2  (TeO) e d.
n,(Z) dz) 2

fo neo

For typical density and temperature profiles, n, = neo(1-(r/a) 2)1/ 2, Te

T,exp(-r 2 /(.55a) 2 ), f 1.4 and varies ± 10% over a wide range of

density and temperature profile shapes, as shown in Fig 3.2.

Zef is defined such that it depends only 6n directly measured pa-

rameters: ii (from the central-chord FIR interferometer); Bbrcm(Ao);

and To (obtainable from soft xray spectra). Each of these is avail-

able without inversions of multi-chord data. Zf.f is therefore free from

the inherent uncertainties of Abel inversions and is generally easier to

obtain.

To elucidate the physical relationship between Z.ff and Zef(r)

Eq. 3.3 is rewritten as

- ZfZe (z) W(z) dz
Zeg -(3.5)fo W(z)d-

where W(z) is a weighting function defined as.

(: ??(z) §ff(rTw) e- hc/AoT.(z>
W(T1/ (3.6)

Thus, Zeff is the chordal average of Zff(r) , weighted approxi-

mately by n,/T,' 2 . For typical Alcator C temperature and density
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Figure 3.2 - Profile form-factor for typically measured
profile range n, = n, (- (r/a )2),! = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
T, = T,oexp( -r 2 ,ar 2). .5a aT .7 a . Te. = 1500.
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profiles, n./Te' 2 usually has only a weak spatial dependence. In these

cases, Zff is approximately equal to the non-weighted chordal average

of Zff(r)

During the steady-state portion of ohmic discharges, central tem-

peratures Teo(ss) can be determined from analysis of the soft x-ray

spectrum. In cases where this diagnostic is not available, a fairly ac-

curate (± 10%) empirical formula for TO(SS) has been calculated from

regression analysis of previous data 28 :

TO(SS) = 17.9 B-6 I M 3 a.3 e -. (3.7)

with TO(SS) in eV, Bt in T, I, in kA, a in cm, Re in 10 4 cm-3 , and

M is the mass of the majority ion species in AMU.

Central ECE measurements, normalized to TO(SS) during the steady-

state portion of the discharge, are used to determine T~o(t). During

ohmically heated, non-pellet fueled plasmas, central ECE measurements

have also been found to be approximately proportional to the plasma

current, I,(t), during most of the discharge. Thus, in cases where ECE

measurements are not available, TeO(t) is assumed proportional to I,(t)

and then normalized to Teolss) during the steady-state portion of the

discharge. Zff(t) is routinely monitored on Alcator C by this tech-

nique and provides a relatively easy and reliable method for diagnosing

variations in the impurity level of the plasma. Fig 3.3 shows Zeff(t) for
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a high density (ni, =3.4 x 1014 cm-3) discharge, where TO(ss) is de-

termined from soft-Xray measurements.

The strongest variation of 2eg on background plasma parameters

is found to be with electron density, especially for lower densities ii; <

2 xlO" cm- 3 . Fig 3.4 shows a plot of Ze-f vs. ni, measured during

the steady-state portion of each discharge in which the limiter material

was molybdenum. In high density discharges where jT; > 3 x1014 cm- 3,

Zff is typically < 1.2 in hydrogen and deuterium discharges, and < 2.2

in helium discharges.

In lower densities discharges, Zff is typically much higher, in some

cases as large as 10-15. This enhanced Zeff at low densities may be

due to enhanced Mo influxes which have been found at low densities25 .

Since the edge temperature is typically higher for low density plasmas,

these enhanced Mo influxes were attributed to physical ion sputtering

and self-sputtering of Mo from the Mo limiters 5 .
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Figure 3.3 - Zeff(t) for a typical high density, non-pellet
discharge. Traces shown: line-average electron density (1 fringe
= 6.5 x 1013 cn- 3 ), plasma current (I,(t = 300ms)=250 kA)
soft X-ray brightness and visible continuum brightness (Bbrem(t =
220ms) = 4.7 x 10" photons/sec/cm2 /A/sr). Enhancement
of the continuum brightness due to marfe radiation is observed
after - 370 ms.
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Figure 3.4 - Zff , measured during the steady-state por-
tion of the discharge with Mo limiters. Shaded areas repre-
sent the approximate scatter of data over the range of param-
eters listed. For i~> 2 x1014 cm- 3 . the scatter is approx-
imately the same as the uncertainty in the measurement of
Zeff (±10%). as discussed in Section 3.5. Zeff is seen to ap-
proach the background ionic charge, Zi, as i~; increases, for
all three background gases.
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3.3 Comparisons with Resistivity Inferred Zff

The plasma resistivity, rY, can be calculated from measurements of Zff

through

r77= 7,,Az (3.8)

where r7, is the Spitzer resistivity" for a hydrogenic plasma:

CGinA
r,= TI/2 (ohm - cm) (3.9)

where InA is the Coulomb logarithm29 , C, = 9.0 x1i-3 ,and T, is in

eV.

An analytical expression for A. is given as:3 0

A .9 + .58Z4Z . (3.10)
1.0 7 7 + Zff

The plasma resistivity, r7, also can be estimated from measure-

ments of the plasma loop voltage V.

;=E/ (3.11)

A0 (MKS) (3.12)
41r Bt

where %, is the safety factor q(r = 0). which for low 3 plasmas in

cylindrical coordinates is defined as:

q(r) rBt (3.13)
RoBp(r)

2B,
q(r = 0) = -. (MKS). (3.14)

poRojo
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q, cannot be directly ascertained without independent measure-

ments of j(r), but for sawtoothing discharges, q. should be close to or

slightly less than one3 .

Using Eqs. 3.9 and 3.12, the ratio 77/7, can be calculated from

measurements of To and V1, assuming q : 1.0. This ratio can also

be calculated using the continuum inferred Zff through Eqs. 3.8-3.10.

Since r7 in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.12 are calculated at r= 0, corrections due to

neoclassical effects are small. A comparison of these ratios is shown in

Fig 3.5 where good agreement is found over the range 1 < r/r, < 6.5.

10

9
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/**__0

0~ k IleI
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11/713 (VLTe)

Figure 3.5 - Comparisons between i'., inferred from Zeg
measurements and inferred from V and T, measurements dur-
ing sawtoothing discharges. Error bars shown are estimated in
Section 3.5
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3.4 Nitrogen Injection Experiments

Nitrogen gas was injected into clean (Zeff ~ 1.2) background plas-

mas in order to study the time-evolution of the Zeff(r) profiles. Shown

in Fig 3.6 are Zeff(r) profiles measured during one such discharge. Zeff(r)

is seen to remain flat or slightly peak as N. diffuses into the plasma,

while Zff increases from 1.2 to 1.4. These flat Zff(r) profiles im-

ply an impurity profile distribution similar to that of the background

gas, or nimp - (1 - (r/a)2 ).5. Neoclassical impurity transport predicts

steady-state impurity profiles which are approximately the background

ion profile to the power of the impurity charge Zimp. However, these

results indicate that nitrogen transport is clearly non-classical, as must

also be true of the intrinsic background impurities, although it is not

clear what transport mechanisms are involved in producing these flat

impurity profiles.

Impurity transport analysis of injected Si into Alcator also indi-

cates non-classical impurity transport". These experiments involved

ablating a impurity coated glass slide with a laser pulse, and then ob-

serving the time responses of the brightnesses of the injected impurity

lines. By comparing these measurements with r. ,ults from an impurity

transport code, transport coefficients consistent 6th the measurements

were obtained. It was found from these comparisons that using a neo-

classical form for the impurity flux, the measurements could not be

qualitatively predicted. However, assuming a simple self-diffusion flux

model rimp = -Dimp '"' the experimental data could be well fitted.Br
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The Zeff(r) measurements during N 2 injections, are also consistent with

this self-diffusion model, which predicts flat steady-state Zeff(r) profiles

and no impurity accumulation.

3.5 Uncertainties in Zeff Measurements

The uncertainties in obtaining Zeff from continuum measurements are

generally due to the experimental uncertainties in ji and TO measure-

ments, uncertainties in the absolute calibration (< ± 3%), and uncer-

tainties due to non-bremsstrahlung enhancements such as recombina-

tion, line, and MARFE3 ' radiation.

The uncertainty in the measurement of ii; is approximately 1/10

of an interferometer fringe or 6.5 x 1012 cm-3 . Thus, for very low den-

sities (T, ~ 6.0 x1013 cm~3 ), the uncertainty in ji-? is ~ ± 15%. For

higher density discharges (i, ;> 3 x 10l cm~3 ), the uncertainty in n-e

is <2%.

For hot (Te >> 10 eV) plasmas, visible bremsstrahlung radiation

dominates recombination radiation. The relative contribution from re-

combination emission to the central-chord continuum brightness for typ-

ical Alcator C plasmas is estimated to be ~ 1%, while from a chord

at impact radii r/a = .95 the contribution is ~ 3% (assuming n,

(1 - (r/a)2 )1/2, T, = T,exp(r 2 /a.), aT = .5a, T,,, 1.IOeV).

The relative contributions from line radiation in t h wavelength re-

gion of the interference filter can be roughly estimated from film spec-

trum analysis. Fig 1.4 shows the relative contribution from line emis-

sion to be < 5% for 5000A < A < 5600A. This spectrogram was taken
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over many discharges and indicates the impurity lines which are nor-

mally present in that wavelength region.

Another possible source of uncertainty is enhancement from MARFE 34 ,35

radiation (lower case 'marfe' will from now on be used). A marfe is

an edge phenomena found on Alcator C and other tokamaks3 6 which

strongly emits both continuum and line radiation. Marfes are found to

exist prevalently as a small toroidal band on the upper inside midplane

of the torus, just inside the the poloidal limiter radius, and only occur

during high density and/or low current discharges on Alcator C.

Thus, visible continuum brightnesses measurements from chords in-

tersecting the marfe region can be greatly enhanced. Since the den-

sity, temperature and exact spatial extent of marfes are unknown, it

is not possible to determine the fractional contribution to the contin-

uum brightness from chords viewing the marfe region. However, since

marfes are radially and poloidally localized, it is not difficult to deter-

mine whether a particular chord is viewing a marfe region. Therefore,

bremsstrahlung emissivity profiles are obtained from Abel-inverting the

brightnesses only from chords which do not intersect marfe regions.

Since marfes are typically localized near the upper inside of the torus,

the central-chord continuum brightness is seldom enhanced from marfe

radiation. Thus, there is usually no influence on the Zeff measurement

due to marfes during most of the discharge (see Fig. 3.3).

The uncertainties in Zeff due to multiple reflections are estimated

to be small (~ 10%). It was found that there were no significant dif-

ferences in measurements of Zeff with a light dump installed, for sim-

ilar background plasmas. Furthermore, the fact that Zff -. 1.2 dur-

ing high density discharges (consistent with independent spectroscopic
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measurements), also provides evidence that the effects of reflections are

indeed small.

The overall uncertainties in Zeff(r) measurements can be separated

into a profile uncertainty and an absolute uncertainty. The absolute

uncertainty is approximately the uncertainty of Zeff . The total un-

certainty of Zeff due to uncertainties in i~;, T,,, and Bbrem is esti-

mated to be ± 15% at high densities and ± 20% for lower densities

(7-; < 6. 0x 1013 cm 3 ). For comparison, the uncertainty of Zeff deter-

mined from VL and T, measurements is estimated to be approximately

± 30%, assuming the uncertainty of q is ± 20% , Teo is ± 10%, and

V1 is ± 10%. These estimates of uncertainties are roughly consistent

with the scatter of points shown in Fig 3.4.

The profile uncertainties in Zeff(r) are due to uncertainties in the

measured profiles of T,, n,, and Ebrem. T, profiles can either be mea-

sured with a scanning Fabry-Perot or estimated from j(r), assuming

q, ~ 1. The largest profile uncertainties in Z,.g(r) are a result of the

Abel-inversions used to obtain n,(r) and Ebrem(r). Small uncertain-

ties in line-integral quantities result in large uncertainties in the Abel

inverted profile, especially near r=0. In order to estimate these uncer-

tainties, simulated brightness profiles with varying amounts of added

'noise' were Abel-inverted. A 15-point equi-spaced background profile

of the form B = B,(1 - (r/a)2 )13 was constructed. After a Caussian-

distributed random fluctuation was added to each channel, tlw result-

ing brightness profile was least-squares-fit with a Fourier-Bessel series.

Using a typical RMS brightness fluctuation of L 3% (rsooth = 100ps),
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a non-pellet peakedness (13 =0.9), and a 3-term Fourier-Bessel LSF, av-

erage fluctuation of Ebrem(r) was found to be ~ 7% at r=0 and ~ 5%

at r/a=0.5. Larger values of 3 result in smaller fluctuation levels.

Increasing the smoothing time of the brightness signal will decrease

the uncertainty in Ebrem. However, there is also an inherent uncer-

tainty due to the finite number of chordal measurements. It is therefore

important to choose correctly the number of Fourier-Bessel terms which

are appropriate for the number and chordal locations of the brightness

measurements. For most of the data presented in this thesis, 3 or 4

Fourier-Bessel terms are used. It is found that using more terms gen-

erally introduces harmonic artifacts, while using fewer terms result in

inadequate fits to the brightness profiles.

In summary, the total uncertainty of Zeff , due to uncertainties

in iG, T,., and Bbrem is estimated to be ± 15% at high densities and

± 20% for lower densities (i < 6.Ox 103 cm- 3). Assuming approxi-

mately the same uncertainty in n,(r) as Bbren(r), and an uncertainty

in the profile shape of T, of 5%, the relative uncertainty in Zff(r) is

estimated to be ~ 16% at r=O and ~. 12% at r/a=0.5.

3.6 Summary and Discussion

Zeaf(r) profiles have been obtained from Abel inversions of continuum

brightness profiles, using independently measured n,(r) and T,(r). Zeff

, defined as a weighted line-average of Zeff(r) , is typically found to in-

crease as W. is lowered, probably because of enhanced sputtering of the

limiter material. For high density discharges, Zeff is typically found to

be ~ 1.2. The fact that Zeff is so close to 1 in high density discharges
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is the major motivation for using continuum measurements as a den-

sity diagnostic. 'Density profiles, obtained during high density, pellet

fueled discharges are presented in Chapter 5.

Comparisons between 7/1, as inferred from T, and V measure-

ments, and 77/y, as inferred from continuum measurements, show good

agreement for 1 < 77/r7, : 6.5. These comparisons provide confidence

that the continuum brightness is dominated by bremsstrahlung emis-

sions and that enhancements from impurity lines in the filter's pass-

band are small.

Nitrogen gas injection experiments were performed in order to study

the effects on the Zff profile. The results indicate that Zr(r) remains

flat or slightly peaked during N 2 injection, while Zff increases from 1.2

to 1.4. These Zff(r) profiles imply impurity profiles which are similar

to the background plasma and must, therefore, have similar transport.

This also indicates no strong ionic charge dependence on the stead

state impurity profile which is inconsistent with neo-classical impurit v

transport. A self-diffusion impurity transport model, which was found

to be consistent with the transport of impurities on Alcator, is also

consistent with the centrally flat steady-state Zeff(r) profiles measured

during N2 injection.

The total uncertainty of Zeg , due to uncertainties in i~-~, Tea, and

Bbrenm is estimated to be ± 15% at high densities and ± 20% for low

densities (jT; < 6.0x 1013 Cn- 3 ). The relative uncertainty in the Z~ff(r)

profile shape is estimated to be 2 16% at r=0 and - 12% at r/a=0.5.
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CHAPTER 4

Detection and Analysis of Visible Continuum Sawteeth

4.1 Introduction and Motivation

In this chapter, the effects of internal disruptions on the visible contin-

uum emission are presented3 9 . Internal disruptions (sawteeth) in toka-

mak plasmas were first observed in 1974 by Von Goeler et al.4 0 utilizing

soft X-ray measurements. Soft X-ray sawtooth oscillations are also ob-

served on Alcator C (see Fig. 4.1) during low q1(91 = 5a 2 B'r/RIp < 5)

discharges and are typically characterized by: 1) a sawtooth rise time

in the range of 2 to 5 ms with a disruption time of about 100s; 2)

a superimposed m = 1 oscillation preceding the disruption; 3) inverted

sawteeth from chords outside the q = 1 radius. One major effect of the

internal disruption is to flatten the density and temperature profiles ap-

proximately out to a mixing radius rm = V-r;"1, where r. < rm < a,

and r, is the q = 1 radius.

Sawteeth oscillations are often observed on many diagnostics, in-

cluding the soft X-ray brightness, neutron flux (D 2 plasmas), and cen-

tral electron cyclotron emission (ECE), and are usually indicative of

a clean, non-disruptive discharge. The main purpose of this chapter

is to explain why the effects of sawteeth are small on the visible con-

tinuum, but are nevertheless finite and observable. (However, as will

be presented in Chapter 5, large sawteeth are sometimes observed for

more highly peaked density profiles following a pellet injection.) This

provides further proof that the visible continuum light is indeed coming
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Figure 4.1 -- Typical soft X-ray brightnesses from 8 dif-
ferent imlpact radii during a sawtoothing discharge in which
a=16.5 cm and rm - 8.5 cm.
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from the hot core of the discharge, and is not dominated by emission

from the cold edge regions of the plasma. Traces of the visible con-

tinuum brightness, density, current, and central soft X-ray brightness

during a sawtoothing discharge is shown in Fig 4.2.

As discussed in Section 2.6, the central-chord continuum brightness

is equal to the line-integral bremsstrahlung emissivity,

a'o nJ (r)Zeff(r)ff(T(r))e- c/AT ()
B,,mY(A.) = - dr (4.1)AOT 2 (r)-a

During the high density (i, 2x 10 4 cm- 3 ) steady ate portion of the

discharge, Zeg(r) is approximately constant (2 1..; and will be as-

sumed constant for this analysis. Since the Gaunt factors and e-hc/AT-()

vary only slowly with T in this wavelength and temperature region,

the dominant terms which vary with radius in Eq. 4.1 are n. and TI/2.

Since typical Alcator C density and temperature profiles, during

non-pellet fueled discharges are n,(r) : no(1-r 2 /a 2)1/ 2,T(r) a Teo(1-

r2 /a 2)2 , the continuum emission profile (approximately proportional to

ne(r)/T/2 (r)) is expected to be centrally flat. A typical emission pro-

file obtained from an Abel inverted brightness profile is shown in Fig.

4.3. Internal disruptions perturb n, and T, in the central region of the

plasma, but since the emission profile is centrally flat, the effects on the

central brightness B are small. However. by averaging over many saw-

teeth periods by the method described below, variations in the central

continuum brightness yield AB/B = 0.5%.
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Figure 4.3 - Typical Abel inverted continuum emission
profile. Since the central portion of the profile is usually quite
flat, the effects of sawteeth are typically small on the central
chord continuum brightness. Error bars are estimated from
inversions of brightness fluctuations.

4.2 Method of Analysis

As shown in Fig. 4.2, the continuum brightness typically has a 3%

- 5% RMS (v 50 Hz) fluctuation component. This comlponent is

mostly comJposed of a 360 Hz fluctuation, probably due mainly to the

slight plasma motion caused by the 360 Hz ripple component in the

horizontal and vertical fields, and to fluctuations due to photon statis-

tics. Both sources of 'noise' are uncorrelated with internal disruptions

and can be eliminated by the averaging techniques described as follows.
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The central-chord continuum brightness of the j-th shot is denoted

Bj(t), where I < j < M and M is the total number of shots ana-

lyzed. The central-chord soft X-ray crash time (time of the internal

disruption) of the i-th sawtooth crash during the j-th shot is denoted

tij, where 1 . i < Aj + 2. and Nj + 2 is the total number of saw-

tooth crashes during the j-th shot. Nj is then the total number of

sawtooth time periods for the j-th shot (between times (tlj+t2j)/2 and

(tN1 +j + tNi2j), 2 ). A sawtooth time period is defined as beginning at

t = (tij +1--- ) 2 and ending at t = (ti+;j + ti+2j)/2 (see Fig. 4.4). By

averaging the continuum brightness over a sufficient number of time

periods, effects of internal disruptions on the continuum brightness are

determined.

A smoothed brightness Bj(t) of the j-th shot is generated by first

fitting a least squares second order polynomial p(t') to Bj(t') between

times t' = t - rsj/2 and t' = t +- rsrj/2. rsv is a smoothing time

constant for shot j and is chosen to be about 4 rSTj, where rSTj is the

average sawtooth time period (as defined above) for shot j. The saw-

tooth period usually varies by less than 20% during most shots. Bj(t)

is then equated to p(t' = t) and represents a smoothed (v - I /rsMj)

brightness.

We now define:

Bj(t) B(t) - B3()

which represents the relative continuum brightness of shot j which has

been effectively high pass filtered (v 1 'rsjj). Between times t =

(tij +ti-j),' 2 and t = (t;-Ij- fi-.j)/2, the B3(t) 'Wj(t) are summed into
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a 21 bin array by first assigning j(t*)/Bj(t*) to the K-th bin element

where:

t* a (tij + ti+1j)/2 + (ti+2j - tij) , 1 < K < 21.

The first term in the braces is the beginning time of the sawtooth

period while the remaining term is the incremental time, which is K/21

of the sawtooth period duration. Since the data were digitized at 5

kHz, t* is set to the nearest 200ps. Figure 4.4 shows an example of

assigning data to bins.

After summing over N and M, the total in each bin is divided by

the total number of sawtooth periods added, TM, where:

M

Tm = 1: N.
j=1

The value in the K-th bin (I < K < 21) after M shots is thus:

M Ni

ju ( K -) bin (1 .
j=1 i=1 B(t)

In general, the relative brightness of shot j can be written as a

sum of an uncorrelated component UJ (t) and a correlated component

C((t), such that:

B(t) = U-+ C(t).
Bj(t)

The RMS value of the 21 bin array after adding M shots is:
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Figure 4.4 - Bf t)., B(t) is summed into a 21 bin array for
shot j. tij is the time of the i-th sawtooth crash for shot j.
The contintun brightness (digitized at 5 kHz) between (tij+
t i-lj)/ 2 and (ti-ij - ti.2j)/2 is summed such that the closest

data point to a particular bin is added to that bin.
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1 21/2

z-#1 (fM(K )
!RWs(M) = 21 ' -

211/

1 = (z 1 =1 up-) + C(t*)

TM 21

For the case when Uj >> C and M (the number of shots) is small,

fnjs(M) ,RMS
-i

where FTRs is the average RMS value of U(t) after adding TM saw-

teeth. Since U-(t) >> C(t), Up.s is approximately the RMS value of

B(t)/B(t). If C(t) has a sawtooth-like structure (see Fig. 4.5) which

crashes from a relative amplitude +Co/2 to -Co/2, then for large TM,

fpis (M) should approach the RMS value of a sawtooth which is (0.29) iC'O

Thus fpjs(M) should approach a constant which is proportional to

the sawtooth amplitude, after averaging over a sufficient number of

sawtooth periods. For the sawtooth waveform described above, this

'sufficient' number is:

TM .
\ (0.29 )Co

For example, if Co a 0.5% and URMs a 3%, then TM >> 428.

Since each shot only has from 30 to 60 sawteeth, many shots need to

be averaged together.
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Figure 4.5 - A sawtooth waveform with an amplitude of
CO has a RMS value of (.29)CO. For large TM, if fM(K) ap-
proaches this waveform, then fRMS(M) should approach (.29) lAB/Bk

4.3 Experimental Results

Figure 4.6 shows the relative continuum fluctuation fM(K) after adding

675, 923. and 1623 sawtooth periods (TMj), in which TpjaRs 2 3.4%.

1:ST : 5 is, 1 q 2. T =0.2 and rm/a : 0.3±0.05. as determined from a

soft X-ray arrav. The line over a variable indicates an average over all

shots. The continuum fluctuation appears to converge to a sawtooth-

like waveform with AB;B! 2 0.5. The relative standard deviation

around a 'best fit' sawtooth (see Fig. 4.6) after adding 1623 periods

is calculated to be 0.085%, which is consistent with 3.4%/V1623 =

0.083%. Fig. 4.7 shows the bin RMS JRMS(M) vs. TM (the total
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number of sawteeth added). For Tm > (3.4/(0.29)(0.5))2 = 583, the

bin RMS fluctuation approaches 0.29 JAB/BI = 0.14% as the 'noise' is

averaged out.

To study the effects of internal disruptions on edge emission, the

continuum filter was replaced by a CIII filter (A = 4651k, 12A FWHM).

For typical Alcator C discharges (TO ~ 1-2 keV) the CIII emission is

localized near the limiter radius and is much brighter than the contin-

uum integrated over the 12A band pass. Thus the signal in this case

is strongly dominated by CIII emission from the plasma edge.

.75 1 1 1

SS

c.25 -

0 400 800 1200 1623

Total Sawteeth(TM)

Figure 4.7 - fRMs(M) is plotted vs. TM (total sawteeth
after shot M). For TM > 583, fRMIs(M) approaches (.5%)(.29)=.14%
while URNis,' /T continues to decrease.
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Figure 4.6 - fA(K) after adding 676, 923. and 1623 saw-
teeth. For T% = 1623 the RMS fluctuation of j(K) around
a 'best fit' sawtooth (dotted line) is calculated to be 0.085%.
This is consistent with the expected 'noise* level after adding
1623 sawteeth with a 3.4% fluctuation level (3.4%,/ ,'1623 =
0.083%). assuming the correlated component C(t) is much smaller
than the uncorrelated component Uj(t). This 'best fit' saw-
tooth has an amplitude of i 0.57 which satisfies the above
assumption ((0.29)(O.5%) 3.4%).
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Figure 4.8 shows the relative fluctuation level fM(K) with the CIII

filter after averaging over 1172 sawtooth periods. For these data URs M

3.5% and TST a 5 Ms. IAB/BI < 0.1% which is consistent with the

fact that sawteeth are a result of central perturbations (r < rm) in the

density and temperature profiles.

TM= 1172

0% -- - - - -

-0.5%
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21

Bin Number

Figure 4.8 - !M(K) after adding 1172 sawteeth in the case
where the usual continuum filter was replaced by a CIII (A =
4651A..AA = 12A) filter. CIII emission is localized near the
limiter radius and dominates the signal integrated over this
12A pass band. No effects of sawteeth are observed.
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4.4 Sawtooth Modelling Comparisons

Since 1974, much theoretical and experimental work has been done in

modelling the internal disruption 42-4s. For the purposes of this chap-

ter. the density and temperature profiles are modelled just before and

just after the internal disruption, allowing the determination of AB/B.

The initial density and temperature profiles used are n(r) = no(1 - r 2 /a 2 ) 0 ,

T(r) = TO(1 - r2/a2)' where a and -y are independently determined

variables. These profiles are then instantaneously flattened out to ra-

dius rm, with total energy and particles conserved (see Fig. 4.9). Fig-

ure 4.10 shows a calculation of AB/B for rm/a = 0.3. Also plotted

on Fig. 4.10 is the inferred IAB/B 2 0.5% (from Fig. 4.5) in which

rM//a 0.3 ± 0.05 and i 2 1.8 (calculated from I and qo ~ 0.9). The

inferred value of AB/B is thus consistent with this simple internal dis-

ruption model, within the statistical uncertainties of the sampled data

and shot to shot variations in density and temperature profiles.
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Figure 4.9 - Model of density and temperature profiles
before (solid) and after (dotted) an internal disruption. The
central temperature and density following the crash are calcu-
lated by conserving total particles and energy.
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Figure 4.10 - Calculations of the relative change in the
central chord continuum brightness AB/B utilizing the sim-
ple sawtooth model of Fig. 4.10. AB/B is a function of the
initial density and temperature profiles (a. ) and the relative
mixing radius rm a, which is 0.3 in this case. Negative val-
ties of AB 'B imply a sawtooth crash while positive values of
AB/B imply an inverted sawtooth. The 'best fit' sawtooth
amplitude of Fig. 4.7 (LAB B- ~ 0.5%±.085%) is also plotted
for comparison. and is seen to be consistent with the temper-
attire and density profiles of these measurements.
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4.5 Summary and Discussion

Sawtooth oscillations have been observed for the first time on the vis-

ible continuum central chord brightness in a tokamak plasma. These

oscillations result from a central periodic flattening of density and tem-

perature profiles, exhibit a sawtooth-like structure and are in phase

with internal disruptions as observed in soft X-ray emission. As the

sawtooth instability perturbs primarily the central regions of these mod-

erate- qj, ohmically heated tokamak plasmas, its effect on the visible

continuum signal provides further proof that this emission is also com-

ing from the core of the plasma, rather than being due primarily to

edge radiation. The fact that the effect is small is a direct consequence

of the offsetting density and temperature dependences of the brems-

strahlung at these photon energies. The simple model used for the in-

ternal disruption seems sufficient for predicting AB/B for the observed

temperature and density profiles.

Chapter 5 presents data taken during pellet fueled discharges 7

where the density can become highly peaked (ne(O)/He , 2) and IAB/BI

5% - 20%. In these cases, each sawtooth crash is readily observable on

the central chord visible continuum brightness, without the need to av-

erage over disruptions. As is shown in Fig. 5.11, predictions from this

simple sawtooth model also show good agreement with the measured

values of AB/B for these 'giant' sawtooth cases.
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CHAPTER 5

Electron Density Profiles During

Pellet Fueled Discharges

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

This chapter presents measurements and analysis of electron density

profiles obtained from visible continuum measurements, during high den-

sity, clean (Zeff - 1.2), pellet fueled discharges. Using independently

determined measurements of T,(r), Ebrem(r), and Zff(r) , n,(r) can

be inferred through

)TI,21/2
(r) ={ Ebrem (r) )}/2

Z.e.f (r)§ff(T,(r))e-1c/AT.(r

Electron temperature profiles are determined from either Thomson scat-

tering or ECE measurements, or, during sawtoothing discharges, can

also be estimated from calculations of j(r). As seen from Eq. 5.1, the

sensitivity to uncertainties in T,(r) is relatively small, due to the rel-

atively weak temperature dependence.

The Zeff(r) profiles for these high density discharges are assumed

to be approximately flat. This assumption is consistent with the typi-

cally flat Zeff(r) profiles measured in this density regime, during non-

pellet discharges. However, allowing for changes in particle transport

following pellet injection, impurity profiles and, thus, Zeff(r) profiles

might be expected to become more peaked. This question will be ad-

dressed in the next section, where it is found that measurements of the
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changes in Zef after pellet injection were consistent with no significant

peaking in Zeff(r) profiles. The a priori assumption that Zeff(r) profiles

are flat after injection, is further examined in Sect. 5.3 by comparisons

with interferometer and Thomson scattering density measurements.

The major motivation for using continuum measurements as a den-

sity diagnostic is the relatively high spatial resolution (2 1 cm.) which

is achievable. By analyzing the time evolutions of these profiles, the ra-

dial particle transport can be obtained Injecting pellets is one method

of providing the relatively large time-varying profiles which are needed

for determining the particle transport.

Energy and particle transport in tokamak plasmas is poorly un-

derstood. During pellet fueled, moderate-density (f; ~ 2 x 10 1 cm- 3 )

discharges on Alcator C, x, (ion thermal diffusivity) is found to de-

crease from - 2 to - x"**. t This decrease in the anomalous ion

transport results in higher global energy confinement times which are

consistent with neo-Alcator scaling, 'rE ~- ieR a

As will be discussed this chapter, in pellet fueled discharges where

the pellet injection induces sufficiently large density increases(An.,/jii >

0.9), electron density profiles are observed to remain peaked after the

density has decayed to a constant level65 . (A.n-/ie is the relative in-

crease in the line-average density just after the pellet injection.) This

effect of density profile peaking is correlated with changes in the ion

thermal transport 41 , since for discharges with the most peaked density

profiles following pellet injection, Xi is usually closest to X!"*. Recent

results from TFTR6 7 also indicate more peaked density profiles after
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pellet injections. Analysis of these peaked profiles is presented in Chap-

ter 6, where changes in diffusion and convection fluxes after pellet in-

jections will be determined.

5.2 Effects of Frozen H 2 Pellet Injections on Zg

Zff (as defined in Eq. 3.5) is monitored during frozen H2 pel-

let fueled discharges, in order to determine the effects of pellet injec-

tions on impurity transport. There is evidence that impurity transport

changes after pellet injections. Impurity transport during pellet fueled

discharges is studied by the injection of a small amount of vanadium

just after the pellet injection.32 In certain discharges, the V+2 0 decay

time is seen to increase significantly.32 Analysis of soft x-ray emissions

further indicates that carbon, the most prevalent background impurity,

may peak in certain discharges following pellet injection3 3 . Thus, in or-

der to justify using continuum measurements to infer density profiles,

it is important to determine to what extent these changes in impurity

transport effect Zff .

The volume-averaged Zff clearly must decrease just after pellet

injection. However, if the impurity profiles become highly peaked due

to changes in impurity transport, the line-average Zeff may actually

increase. Shown in Fig. 5.1 are traces of Zff(t) and Mo+30 bright-

ness (maximum emission near plasma center) during two pellet fueled

discharges. In one discharge, the Mo+ 30 brightness is seen to increase

substantially after the density increase due to the pellet has decayed.

In the other discharge shown, the Mo+ 30 brightness also increases af-

ter the injection but then returns to a pre-pellet value after a 'giant
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sawtooth. 'Giant' sawteeth are discussed in detail in Sec. 5.5, and are

found to return both the impurity and background transport to pre-

pellet conditions. Fig 5.2 shows the typical effects of a giant sawtooth

on other plasma parameters.

As shown in Fig. 5.1, no significant difference in Zeg(t) between

the two cases can be observed. Just after injection, Zff(t) drops to a

value close to unity, and then returns approximately to the pre-pellet

value -after the density increase due to the pellet has decayed. This

is roughly consistent with a simple dilution model, where the impu-

rity profiles following pellet injection are unchanged, and where the ra-

tios of impurity to background densities decrease, due to the increased

background density.

In order, quantitatively, to determine the possible effects of im-

purity peaking on Zeff measurements, a two-impurity model was con-

structed. The plasma initially is assumed to be comprised of two dif-

ferent types of impurities; one which centrally peaks following pellet

injection (referred to as "peaking impurity"). and one whose profile

remains flat after injection (termed "non-peaking impurity"). Initially

both the peaking and non-peaking impurity profiles are assumed to be

similar to the background electron density profile ~ (1 - (r/a)2)1/ 2.

such that Zef(r) is flat. A parameter X is now defined to be the frac-

tion of Zeff - 1 (not fraction of impurities), before pellet injection.

which is due to the non-peaking impurities. Thus, initially Zeff = 1

+ A7X + AZ(1 - X), where AZ = Z2 - 1.

After pellet injection, the peaking impurity is assumed to change

from the background electron density profile nimp - (1 - (r/a)2 )'1 2 to

a more highly peaked profile nimp s (l-(r/a)2)6', while conserving
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Figure 5.1 - Zef(t) and Alo-"O(t) during pellet injected
discharges. In one discharge, the Mo+3 O brightness increases
substantially long after injection. while in the other Mo 30

brightness returns approximately to a pre-pellet value after
the giant sawtooth. The dashed traces of Zef(f) after injec-
tion are corrected for changes in density profiles after injec-
tion. Little or no change in Zff is seen after the giant saw-
tooth. The Zff(t) time scale is shifted - +20 nis with respect
to the AIo 30 trace.
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impurity ions. The non-peaking impurity profile is assumed to be un-

changed.

Results of this modelling are summarized in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4,

where primed variables indicate having been evaluated after pellet in-

jection. For pre-pellet values of Zff equal to 1.2 ± .1, the post-pellet

values of the Zfl. and central Z'ff(O) are calculated as a function of

the initial fraction of non-peaking impurities k. The post-pellet peaking-

impurity profile is assumed to be of the form nip ~ (1 - (r/a)2)30,

since soft X-ray analysis has yielded similar profiles 33. The ratio of

post-pellet to pre-pellet central electron densities, i,'/,ie, is assumed

to be 1.5, since this is the density ratio for the data used in this com-

parison.

As defined in Eq 3.5, Zff is the line-integral of Zff , weighted

approximately by n2/T/ 2 . Before pellet injection, this weighting func-

tion is approximately constant in radius, so that Zff is the unweighted

line-average of Zfg(r) . After pellet injection, when the electron den-

sity profile often become more peaked, Zff is weighted more towards

the center. Since the impurities are assumed to accumulated in the

center, it is therefore important to include the effects of more peaked

background density profiles. Figure 5.3 shows the effects of varying the

final electron density profiles on calculations of X. The final electron

density profile is approximated by n' - (1 - r 2 a 2 )', with where a' is

varied between .5 and 2.

As an example. assume Zff is measured to be 1.2 (before injec-

tion) and that after the pellet density has decayed such that 5,'/i,=

1.5, Z',ff has increased to 1.3 The intersections of the 3 curves in Fig.

5.3 associated with Zff = 1.2 with Zg -1 = .3 yields three values for
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Figure 5.3 -Results from a two--impurity model, showing
final Z ,versus the non-peaking fraction of impurities X.

A ZS - 1. where Z, is the initial weighted line-average

Z,ff, giveni in Eq. 3.5. For this simulation. n',=1.5 and

the peaking fraction of impurities are assumed to have final

profiles of nimp r r2ia2)"0. ck' is the post-pellet density

parabolic power. n' r ( /a2)0'
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Figure 5.4 - Results from a two-impurity model, showing
final Z'ff(O) , versus the non-peaking fraction of impurities I.
AZ -= Zegf - 1. For this simulation, ie'/Fe= 1.5 and the
peaking fraction of impurities are assumed to have final pro-
files of nimp - (1 - r2 2,3o
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- .46, .66, and .78, depending on the final electron density peaked-

ness. From Fig 5.4, again using Zf = 1.2 and these three values for

', the final central values for Z'ff(0) are 2.5, 2.0, and 1.7 respectively.

Although Zgf typically decreases after pellet injection, this example il-

lustrates how sensitive the inferred value of Z'gfl(O) is to differences in

the background density profiles.

As shown in Fig 5.2. Zff is seen to decrease slightly after pel-

let injection, from approximately 1.2 to 1.1. Assuming Zefl -ZIff ~

-0.07 - 05. from Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, Z'ff(0) = 1.132--0, = 1.0+0 if

one assumes a post-pellet electron peaking of n' = n',(1 - (r/a)2 ), or

Z'ff(O) = 1.13~ = 1.0-08 assuming n' = n'(1-(r/a) 2) 2 . Z'ff(0)

is 1.13 for both cases, indicating the measurements are consistent with

pure dilution and no impurity peaking (X = 1). However, the uncer-

tainties in Zg are large enough that Z'ff(0) on axis may be

as large as 1.41 (x = .87) in the case where the post-pellet electron

density profile is only slightly more peaked (n'. = n',,(1 - (r/a)2 )). The

peakedness of n, profiles following pellet inject ion, as determined from

Abel inversions of the 5-chord interferometer data, are usually between

these two cases, e.g. n', = n',,(1 - (r/a)2 )a',1.0 Q' 2.0.

It should also be noted that if one assumed that all impurities

which are initially present in the plasma before the pellet injection ac-

cumulate after the injection ( equivalent to the case X = 0), Zeff would

increase from 1.2 to between 1.45 (a' = 0.5) and 1.9(a' = 2.0), which

is clearly outside the range of uncertainty these measurements of Z'.g.

These results are sensitive to the assumed profile shape of the peak-

ing impurity. Assuming a more peaked impurity profile, a higher post-

pellet Z'ff(O) will generally be inferred. Z' ff(0) - 1 is found to be
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approximately proportional to , where 5' is the parabolic power of

the peaked impurity. The effects of not conserving the total number of

peaking impurities ions or changing the average charge state of the im-

purity (eg. due to plasma cooling) is found to only change the inferred

value of X and not ZI(0)

5.3 Qualitative Effects on Density Profiles

Electron density profiles, inferred from visible continuum measurements,

have been monitored during H2 pellet fueled discharges over the ranges:

200 kA < Ip 500 kA, 8 T - BI < 10 T, with relative pellet increases

0 < A-n./, < 2, and background gases H2 and D2. As shown in Fig.

5.2, just after pellet injection, the central electron temperature drops

approximately adiabatically, resulting in an initial drop in the central-

chord soft X-ray brightness and central ECE emission. The central

electron temperature then reheats slightly faster than the density de-

cay rate. Thomson scattering and ECE profile measurements indicate

that electron temperature profiles generally relax to the pre-pellet pro-

file shapes on a very fast time scale (- 1 ms). Thus, in cases where

these measurements are not available, temperature profile shapes are

obtained using pre-pellet profiles (estimated from j(r) calculations as-

stiming qo -r .9), and using central values proportional to central ECE

emission measurements.

For relatively large pellet induced density increases Ane/, > 0.9.

density profiles typically remain more peaked following pellet injection.
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Figure 5.5 shows the time evolution of continuum-inferred density pro-

files during a pellet fueled discharge where Ani/fe = 1.6. The peak-to-

average (P/A) increases quickly after the injection and remains peaked

after the density has decayed to constant level. This clearly indicates

a change in particle transport.

Changes in impurity transport are well correlated with changes ob-

served in the background plasma after pellet injection. A trace amount

of vanadium was injected into the plasma just after the pellet injec-

tion, and differences in the vanadium decay rates with varying pellet

induced density increases (an/.) were observed. For discharges in

which the density profiles were more peaked after pellet injection, the

vanadium decay time was found to increase. Fig. 5.6 shows a com-

parison in the decay rates of V+20, for both a 'small' (Anie/iie=0.5)

and 'large' ( e/i,= 1.2) pellet increase." The slower decay rate for

the 'large' pellet cases is attributed to an increase in confinement time

of vanadium, although slower electron density decay rates, found for

'large' pellet injections, may also be partially responsible".

Shown in Fig. 5.7 are typical comparisons of the continuum in-

ferred density profiles with density measurements obtained from Thom-

son scattering (n,(r = 0)) and interferometer data. The Thomson scat-

tering data were normalized to the central density inferred from contin-

uum measurements before the pellet injection. Since these comparisons

show good agreement, before and after giant sawtooth, this indicates

that the Zeff profile is indeed flat for these discharge, or at least flat to

within the uncertainties of Thomson and Abel-inverted interferometer

data. However, while this result doesn't preclude the possibility that

a small amount of impurities accumulate on axis after pellet injection,
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Figure 5.5 - Density profiles obtained from continuum
brightness measurements during a pellet fueled discharge. Pro-
files become more peaked after the pellet injection, and re-
main peaked after the density has decayed to a steady-state
level.
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this does indicate that the effects on the Zff(r) profile are probably

quite small.

The effects of injecting smaller pellets, An/Ieg .5, on the back-

ground density profiles are found to be qualitatively quite different.

Figure 5.5 shows the density profiles during a pellet fueled discharge

where -/ -: 0.5. Again, comparisons with Thomson and inter-

ferometer data usually are in good agreement for these cases. Due to

the initial central perturbation of the pellet, the profiles peak slightly

during the pellet decay period, but return to pre-pellet density profile

shapes (P/A = 1.3) after the pellet density has decayed to a constant

level.

Photographic exposures were taken of the injected pellets in order

to monitor their ablation and trajectory through the plasma. It was

found that pellets which induced smaller density rises Awe/f,(which

were previously shown not to induce a noticeable change in particle

transport), didn't penetrate as far into the plasma. Since the back-

ground densities were similar, it is inferred that these smaller density

increases were due to smaller pellets which deposited fewer particles

into the plasma, further away from the plasma central axis. (Varia-

tions in pellet sizes are due to small variations in pellet injector condi-

tions as the pellet is being formed in the barrel5 0 .) It is not clear from

this data, however, whether the particle transport changes are due to

the large density perturbations or due to increased pellet penetration

distance.
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Figure 5.8 - Time evolution of the density profile during
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final peak-to-average (P/A) is observed after the pellet density
has decayed to a steady-state level.
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5.4 Thresholds for Transport Changes

For discharges in which pellet fueling increases the density sufficiently,

density profiles become more peaked after injection. Shown in Fig. 5.9

is the increase in the P/A, (determined from the difference in the P/A

measured just before injection and that measured after the density has

decayed to a new, constant level), vs. ae/n,. The final P/A value

is, therefore, sensitive only to particle transport at that time, and not

to the initial effects of the pellet perturbation. For discharges with gi-

ant sawteeth, the final P/A is measured just before the giant sawtooth

crash which is usually 20-30 ms. after the pellet injection.

For discharges in which H2 pellets were injected into D2 back-

ground plasmas, and _.Wi/jie > 0.7, the density profiles remain more

peaked after the pellet density has decayed to a constant level (Fig.

5.6). For discharges with similar background densities but where <n./I.

0.7, the density profiles returned to pre-pellet profiles after the decay.

For discharges where H2 pellets were injected into H2 plasmas, the

iaie/ne threshold is found to be slightly higher - 0.9 (see Fig. 5.10).

Again, no steady-state peaking is observed for AW./jT, < 0.9

Impurity transport is also well correlated with this apparent thresh-

old for changes in background particle transport. Figure 5.11 shows

changes in V- 2 0 decay rates with increases in pellet density /

for discharges w Ii Ii H2 pellets injected into D2 plasmas.3 2 For suffi-

ciently large Ah. i, > 0.8, a substantial increase in the decay time is

observed. This i. comparable to the changes in the background particle

transport for pellet injections with AH/e > .7 shown in Fig. 5.6.
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the giant sawtooth crash. Pellets are H2 , background gas is
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Figure 5.10 - Peak-to-average increases, measured after
the pellet density has decayed to a steady-state level. For dis-
charges with giant sawteeth, the P/A is measured just prior
the giant sawtooth crash. Pellets are H2, background gas is
H2-
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Figure 5.11 - 1-2' brightness decay rate vs. the rela-
tive increase in the line-average density due to pellet injection

(Mi,/i,) for H 2 pellets injected into D 2 background plasmas. 3 2
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Low current (qi > 6.5) discharges are qualitatively different, in

that no steady-state peaking is observed, even for the largest pellet in-

duced density increases of Aie/i, : 2 (see Fig 5.12). Similarly, vana-

dium confinement time is also seen to decrease for these low current

discharges.5 1 Thus, it appears that both large (An./f, .7 - .9) den-

sity increases and, low to moderate values of q, are necessary to change

the particle transport after pellet injection.

5.5 Effects of Giant Sawteeth

In discharges with very peaked density profiles following pellet in-

jection, a sawtooth instability, (which flattens temperature and density

profiles inside some mixing radius rm < 0.5), may result in a large

change (2 10 %) in the central-chord continuum brightness. This is

termed a giant sawtooth since, for typical temperature and density pro-

files of non-pellet discharges, the relative changes in the central-chord

continuum brightness due to sawteeth are small (2 0.5 %), as presented

in Chapter 4.

As shown in Fig 5.2, other diagnostics, such as the soft X-ray

brightness, central ECE emission, and central-chord interferometer also

detect giant sawteeth. The relative decrease in central ECE emission

(proportional to Teo) due to t he giant sawtooth is not very different

than that which is typically nmasured during normal sawteeth (2 5%-

10%). This is due to the fact that the temperature profiles, unlike the

density profiles, are not more peaked just before the giant sawtooth.

Giant sawteeth are also observed on the central-chord interferometer
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Figure 5.12 - Peak-to-average increases, measured after
the density has decayed to a steady-state level. For these data,
qj > 6.5. Pellets are H2 , background gas is D2 .
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measurement (Ane/e, 2 5%), indicating a more peaked pre-giant saw-

tooth density profile.

Within a few milliseconds after the giant sawtooth crash, the den-

sity profiles usually return to flatter, pre-pellet profiles. This is shown

in Fig. 5.7, where the P/A after the giant sawtooth decreases abruptly

from , 1.5 to - 1.3. After a giant sawtooth, the impurity transport is

also observed to return to pre-pellet conditions. As shown in Fig. 5.1,

the Mo+ 30 brightness is seen to return approximately to a pre-pellet

level. During discharges where trace amounts of vanadium were in-

jected after the pellet injection, the decay time of V+20 is much larger

before a giant sawtooth than after the giant sawtooth. 32

Shown in Fig. 5.13 are the changes in the continuum brightness

profile due to a giant sawtooth. The central-chord brightness is seen

to decrease by - 10%, and the continuum brightness inversion radius

is approximately 3.0 cm. ±0.5 which is consistent within the uncer-

tainties with that obtained from the soft-Xray brightness profile (- 3.5

cm.) shown in Fig 5.15.

Using the simple sawtooth model of Fig 4.9, the central tempera-

ture and central-chord line-average density measurements, and assuni-

ing a mixing radius of rm, the central-chord continuum brightness is

calculated and compared to the measured brightness during giant saw-

teeth. Shown in Fig 5.14 is a comparison between the measured and

calculated relative changes in the cei Iral-chord continuum brightness

AB/B. These comparisons show good agreement over a wide range of

AB/B. While not verifying the details of the sawtooth model shown

in Fig 4.9, this agreement provides further evidence that the effects of
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the giant sawtooth on the continuum brightness are mostly due to the

more peaked density profiles after pellet injection.

Smaller sawteeth are usually observed on the soft X-ray bright-

nesses before a giant sawtooth occurs. However, these smaller saw-

teeth do not have the effect of changing the density profiles or imi-

purity transport as with giant sawteeth, nor are they observable on

the central-chord continuum brightness and the central-chord interfer-

ometer. As shown in Fig. 5.15, measurements from a soft X-ray array

indicate that that the inversion radii of the sawteeth initially decrease

just after injection and then increase until the the giant sawtooth oc-

curs. Thus, it is likely that the mixing radius is smaller just after pel-

let injection, which would explain why these smaller sawteeth are not

observed on the central-chord continuum brightness and interferometer.

Therefore, it appears that although sawteeth are necessary for re-

turning the plasma to pre-pellet conditions, it is only when the saw-

tooth perturbation is large enough to flatten sufficiently the inner por-

tion of the plasma, that the particle transport returns to pre-pellet con-

ditions.

Recently, sawtooth oscillations inconsistent with the Kadomtsov

model have been observed on other tokamaks54'6 8 . Recent results at

JET report 'compound' sawteeth which consist of alternating 'full' and

ipartial' sawtooth oscillations, neither exhibiting precursor oscillations.

The 'full' sawteeth are similar to standard sawteeth in that they result

in a flattening of the density and temperature inside a central mixing

radius. The 'partial' sawteeth, however, were found to be due to flat-

tening of these profiles in an annular region, located outside the mixing

region of the 'full' sawtooth. The giant sawteeth observed on Alcator C
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AB/B and predictions from the sawtooth miodel shown in Fig.
4.9. ilan/ii, is defined as the relative change in ii, due to

tile giant sawtooth, as obtained from the central-chord inter-
feromieter measurements. The shaded area represents the span
of AB/B predicted by the sawtooth model using the mea-
sured ranges of a,/a and A Teo/IT,, for this data (0.37 < a,/a <
0.43,-0.15 --' AT,,/T,,, : -0.10). NT,,,/T,, is defined as the
relative change in the central electron temperature. due to the
sawteeth as determined from central ECE emission measure-
ments. am /a is the relative mixing radius as estimated from
soft X-ray brightness measurements.
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C are observed to have large precursors oscillations, which is consis-

tent in this regards to the Kadomtsev model. The smaller sawteeth

observed just before the giant sawtooth were shown (see Fig 5.15) to

have smaller inversion radii, and are, therefore, probably not related to

these 'partial' sawteeth observed on JET.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

Density profiles during high density, pellet fueled discharges have been

obtained from measurements of visible continuum brightness profiles.

In discharges where the pellet induced density increase is sufficiently

large, Anie/-n, 2 .7 - .9, density profiles remain more peaked after the

density has decayed to a constant level. In these cases, Mo levels were

observed to increase and the V+2O decay rate decreased. Due to the

fact that the peaked density profiles are more peaked after pellet injec-

tion, effects of giant sawteeth are observable on the visible continuum

brightness profiles. Just after a giant sawtooth, both the background

and impurity particle transport quickly return to pre-pellet conditions.

This implies that the sudden flattening of density and temperature pro-

files, due to giant sawteeth, is probably at least partially responsible

for this change.

Thus, the more peaked post-pellet density profil- appear to be re-

lated to the changes in the particle transport. Howe,' r, it is not known

whether these initially more peaked profiles, due to large, penetrating

pellets, directly induce changes in particle transport which are then

maintained in some self-consistent manner or, whether other changes in
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Figure 5.15 - The effects of a pellet injection on the soft
X-ray inversion radius, rI. r1 is the impact radius (inside the
mixing radius rm) in which the soft X-ray brightness is not ef-
fected by the sawtooth. The inversion radius clearly decreases
after the pellet injection and then increases radially until a gi-
ant sawtooth occurs. From Ref [53).
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the plasma due to the pellet injection are responsible, perhaps in con-

junction with the more peaked profiles. For low current discharges, no

steady-state peaking was observed after the pellet density had decayed

to a constant level. even though. (for the large An/, cases), the pro-

files were very peaked just after injection. Thus. simply increasing the

peakedness of the density profiles is clearly not sufficient to induce a

lasting change in the particle transport.
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CHAPTER 8

Particle Transport During Pellet Fueled Discharges

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background particle transport is determined from

analysis of electron density profiles during pellet fueled discharges. As

was described in the last chapter, these density profiles are determined

from visible continuum brightness prcfile measurements for high den-

sity, clean (Zeff ~ 1.2) discharges. C particular interest is the deter-

mination of the changes in the particle transport after the injection of a

large large pellet, where density profiles are observed to remain peaked

the pellet induced density rise has decayed to a constant value.

Radial particle fluxes '(r, t) are determined, in the central region

of the plasma, from analysis of n,(r, t) following the pellet injection.

In order to relate the inferred flux to changes in macroscopic trans-

port parameters (which in general may depend on Vn,V,T,nT...),

one must first assume a general form for the particle flux. This func-

tional form for the flux can be motivated by both theoretical and prac-

tical considerations. For this analysis, only two terms, density gradient

diffusion (-DVn) and radial convection (nV), are included. Since the

results for D and V from this analysis are found to have substantial un-

certainties, (due mostly to uncertainties in the data), using additional

flux terms (eg. 3c T) would most likely result in less meaningful so-

lutions with very large uncertainties. Particle fluxes proportional to

nV,T/T, which are predicted in some transport theories 5 '56 '6 1 , can
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be determined from the calculated convection flux, since the tempera-

ture profiles are approximately Gaussian shaped, and thus, nVT/T oc

nr/a',(aT = Gaussian temperature width).

The radial flux (inside the limiter radius r < a) is assumed to be

symmetric both poloidally and toroidally. Thus, the 1-D radial particle

flux is assumed to have the form:

['(r, t) = -D(r, t )V,n(r, t) - n(r, t)V(r, t) (6.1)

where, by convention, a positive V(r,t) implies an inward particle flow.

The particle transport equation is then given as:

n(r,t)+ r - D(r,t) 9n(,t) n(r, t)V(r, t)} = N(r, t) (6.2)
&t r 49r air

where N(r, t) is the source term, which is only significant near the edge

of the plasma, once the pellet ablation is complete.
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6.2. Estimating Transport Coefficients

In order to estimate the magnitudes of D and V during pellet fueled

discharges, the following simple spatial and temporal forms for D and

V are assumed:

D(r, t) = Do (6.3)

V(r,t) = V'r/a

Equation 6.2 can now be written as:

an(r, t) !DJD n(r, t)=Nrt)
+ arr-Do -,(r,t)V r/a}=N(r,t). (6.4)

The general Green's function solution to Eq. 6.4 is presented in

Appen. A. Assuming an edge source approximated by N(z) = Nob(z -

zo), (ro/a _ zo), steady-state profile shapes are found to be mostly

dependent on the value of the 'convection paramieter', S, where

aVo
2Do

Shown in Fig 6.1 are the steady-state profiles (from Eq. A.10) for dif-

ferent values of S, assuming zo = .95. Plotted in Fig 6.2 is the peak-

to-average (P/A) of these profiles vs. S, for the cases zo = 0.90 and

zo = 0.95. Since the profile shapes in the centril region are only weakly

dependent on the radial location of the source. the steady-state profiles
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more realistic, distributed edge sources should also only be dependent

on S.

In Appen. B the eigenvalues of the homogeneous portion of Eq.

6.4 are derived. The lowest order 'eigentime', ro, is found to be:

ro (a2 /Do ){(2.405) 2 - (2.000)S + (.21805)S 2  (6.5)

-(1.2487 x 10-3)S4 + (6.150'7 x 10~6)S6}

This expression has been found to be accurate over the range -5. _

S < 5. For the non-convection case of S=0, ro is the lowest order

Bessel decay time. For comparison, the semi-analytic expression for ro

given in Ref[63] yields, for S=1, ro = .98a 2 /(4Do), whereas Eq. 6.5

yields ro = 1.000a 2 /(4Do). A similar expression for rl, and a general

method for obtaining the higher order r,'s, is presented in Appen. B.

The eigenfunctions of the homogeneous part of Eq. 6.4 are found

(in Appen. A) to involve confluent hypergeometric functions. However,

it is interesting to note that the lowest order eigenfunction, for the case

S=1, is found to have a particularly simple analytical form, given by:

n(z = r/a) = no(1 - z2 )e-', 0 < z <- (6.6)

Rough estimates for Do and V can now be determined by us-

ing measurements of both the decay times of i,, which correspond to

ro(Do, 8), and measurements of the steady-state profiles after the de-

cay, which determine S (from Fig 6.2). Figure 6.3 shows calculated
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Figure 6.1 - Steady-state eigenprofile solutions using val-
ties for the convection parameter of S = .5, 1.0. and 2.0. The
source is taken to be a b function at, r/a=0.9, and the profiles
are normalized at origin.
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Figure 6.2 - The peak-to-average values of steady-state
profiles vs. S for sources at radii r/a = 0.9 and 0.95
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values of Do and VO as functions of ro and S. These values are, there-

fore, temporal and spatial averages of D(r,t) and (r/a)V(r,t) during the

density decay period.

Time-dependent Green's function simulations are performed by us-

ing the density profiles measured just after the pellet injection as the

initial profiles. The magnitudes of the source, Do, and S are then var-

ied until the results of the simulations approximately match the rnea-

sured time histories of the line-average and P/A densities.

6.3 Method For Determining D(r,t) and V(r,t)

D(r,t) and V(r,t) can be determined within the high density, source

free region of the plasma, from measurements of n,(r, t) during the

density decay period. Integrating Eq. 6.2 out to a radius r results in

an integral particle transport equation:

I r' t dr' - D(r, t) -(r, t) n(r. t)V(r, t) = (6.7)

1 0
f r'N (r', t) dr'.

Since the source term in Eq. 6.7, which is probably neither toroidally

nor poloidally symmetric, is difficult to ascertain experimentally, V and

D are calculated inside some radius, r < reri, where the source term is

small. Assuming that the edge source is mostly due to electron-impact

ionization, N(r) _- none(t-v)(n, is the neutral density), and estimating

BN/J& - ne/ro, rct is determined implicitly through:
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nn(rcrit) r , (6.8)
,ro (v)

The reaction rate, (av), for ionization has a relatively weak de-

pendence on electron temperature - for temperatures in the range 10

eV iT, 100 eV, the corresponding rates are between 6 x 10-9

(atV) K 3 x 10". " Using a typical decay time ro = 30 is, nn(rcri,)

is calculated to be in the range 1 x 10' K nn(rcrit) < 5 x 109. For

typical high density Alcator C discharges, this radius corresponds to

.85a K reri < .95a. 58

At radii r - rcr, the divergence of the flux is balanced by the

time derivative of the density. However, in order accurately to deter-

mine the diffusion and convection terms, it is necessary further to show

that each term is separately larger than the source. This is verified a

posteriori by noting that since S is generally found to be of order 1,

the diffusion and convection fluxes must be of the same order of mag-

nitude (although opposite signs). Both terms must, therefore, be of the

same order of magnitude as the time derivative term, which was shown

to dominate over the source term.

Thus, Eq. 6.7 can be rewritten as:

an(r.t) 1 r O(r', t)
D(r, t) + n(r, t)V(r, t) = - r'. dr' (6.9)

&r r fo at

which is generally valid for radii r/a < 0.85 for typical high density

Alcator C discharges.
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D(r,t) and V(r,t) can now be determined algebraically from mea-

surements of n(r, t),6n(r,t)/lr, and an(r, t)/at at two times, t1, t2, as-

suming D(r,ti) ~ D(r, t2 ) and V(r,ti) ~ V(r, t2 ). In principle, ti - t2

could be chosen arbitrarily small. However, due to finite uncertainties

in the data, tj - t2 must be large enough so that the changes in the

profiles between t1 and 12 are much larger than their uncertainties.

In order to decrease the effects of the uncertainties in the pro-

files at times tj and t2, profiles at fifty time points between tj and t2

(data are digitized at 5 kHz) are used and a least-squares solution for

D(r,t) and V(r,t) is computed. This results in radial profiles for D(r,t)

and V(r,t), averaged over a 10 ins. time period. This algorithm was

checked by inputting the Green's function solutions to Eq. 6.4 dur-

ing a pellet injection simulation. Analysis of these profiles yielded the

correct radial shapes (given by equation 6.3) and values of Do and Vo.
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6.4 Results of Analysis

This section presents the results of particle transport analysis, using

the previously described methods, for three common, but qualitatively

different types of pellet injection discharges: 1) large post-pellet peak-

ing, 2) discharges with giant sawteeth, and 3) high qj( > 6.5) discharges.

In each case, D(rt) and V(rt) are calculated over the source free re-

gion, r < rcrt. These results are then compared with transport sim-

ulations using the Green's function solution to Eq. 6.4 given in App.

A.

6.4.1 Peaking Discharges

This section presents transport analysis for discharges in which the

density profiles are observed to remain peaked after the pellet injec-

tion. As shown in Fig 6.4, the peakedness of density profile is seen to

increase from P/A- 1.3 to P/As 1.5 after the pellet injection. Also

shown is the central-chord soft-Xray brightness which increases sub-

stantially after the injection. These changes are maintained until - 370ms..

at which time a minor disruption results in the plasma returning to

pre-pellet conditions.

D(r) and V(r) are calculated using the results of Sect. 6.3, at dif-

ferent times after the pellet injection. Also calculated is the local con-

vection parameter profile, S'(r), defined as:

S'(r) = aV(r) a (6.10)
2D(r) r
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Figure 6.4 - The P/A and central soft-Xray brightness
from a discharge showing peaked density profiles after pellet
injection. ti, t2 , and t3 are the times at which D(r) and V(r)
are calculated (see Fig. 6.5).
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The S'(r) profile is an indication of the deviation of the flat D(r)

and the linear V(r) profiles given in Eq. 6.3 (which would result in a

flat S'(r)profile).

Shown in Fig. 6.5, are the profiles of D(r), V(r), and S'(r), calcu-

lated at times tI, t2, and t3 , as defined in Fig. 6.4. At ti, 10 ms af-

ter injection, S'(r)is seen to be approximately flat with a central value

near S'(r = 0) _ 1.5. Density profiles are seen to be peaked at this

time. D(r) is found to have a central value of ~ 2500 cm 2/sec, while

V(r) is seen to be approximately linear out to r/a=0.5, with V(r/a -

0.5) 2 100 cm/sec.

At t 2 , 35 is. after injection, S(r) is seen to be approximately un-

changed. D(r=O) is still - 2500 cm 2 /sec, but now has a more hollow

profile shape. V(r) is still approximately linear, but V(r/a=0.5) has

increased in value to - 350 cm/sec. Thus, during this period when

the density is decaying and the temperature is reheating, both D and

V (outside r/a > 0.25) increase.

At t6, 105 ms. after injection, the density profile has returned to a

flatter, pre-pellet P/A value. V(r) is similar to the lower values found

just after injection (at ti), while D(r) appears not to change much from

time t 2 .

Both D and V increase during the density decay period of the dis-

charge, possible due either to the decreasing density or the increasing

temperature during that time. After 370 ms., at which time the tem-

perature and density remain relatively constant, V(r) decreases while

D(r) decreases only slightly. These results imply that the increase in

the density profile peakedness after pellet injection is due to mostly to

enhanced inward particle convection.
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The spatial averages of D(r), V(r), and S'(r) are calculated every

millisecond during the density decay period. In these cases D(r), V(r),

and S'(r) are averages over a 5 ms time period using 25 density pro-

files. D and S' are defined as the averages of D(r) and S(r) out to r/a

= 0.5. (Outside r .5 the uncertainties in D(r) and V(r) are large

due the relatively small changes in the density profiles at those radii.)

V is defined as the linear average of V(r) out to r/a =0.5, multiplied

by 4. If V(r) = Vor/ a, this average would be equal to V0 .

Shown in Fig. 6.6 are D , V , and 9' , for this discharge (along

with results from two other discharges showing similar peaking). S' is

seen to remain fairly constant (near -1.3) until 370 ms. D is seen to

increase from - 3000 cm 2 /sec just after injection, to ~ 5000 cm 2 /sec,

50 ms after injection. V also increases, from V - 400 cm/sec to V -

1000 cm/sec. From Fig. 6.5, this increase in D can be attributed to

changes in the D(r) profile shape.

At 370 ms., when the S' and the density P/A return to pre-pellet

values, D is seen to remain approximately unchanged, while V decreases

by almost a factor of 2. This again indicates that the increases in S

after pellet injection are due mostly to increases in inward particle con-

vection.

Also shown in Fig 6.6 are traces of two other peaking discharges.

One trace is similar to results from the above discharge in that the

decrease in the density peakedness at 355 ms is due to decreases in

V, while D remains approximately unchanged. For the other discharge

shown in Fig 6.6, S' is greater than 2 during the pellet density decay

period. V is seen to be large as 1200 cm/sec, while the time history of

D is similar to the other two discharges. This again implies that the
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Figure 6.5 - D(r), V(r), and S'(r) at times tlt 2 and t6
for the peaking discharge shown in Fig 6.4. Error bars are
calculated from linear regression analysis of profiles.
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highly peaked (large S' ) discharges are mostly due to an enhanced

inward convection.

A simulation of the peaking discharge of Fig. 6.4, along with the

measured density data, is shown in Fig 6.7. Before the pellet injection,

the density profiles are simulated by using the steady-state eigenpro-

files solutions (Fig 6.1) having the same P/A as the measured data.

Profile simulations are then started using the measured density profile

just after the pellet injection, when iie is maximum. The transport

associated with the fast profile changes during the pellet ablation and

density rise (< 1 -2 ms) are not included in these simulations. Do and

Vo are initially estimated using the results of Fig. 6.2, and are then

iteratively varied in order to obtain a 'best fit' to the data. N(r,t) is

assumed to have the form: N(r, t) = Nob(z -:o) with zo at .90. No

is determined from the final line-average density (after the density in-

crease from the pellet has decayed to a constant value).

Using values of Do = 3200 cm 2 /sec and Vo = 360 cm/sec, the

measured line-average density and the P/A during the density decay

are fairly well simulated. These estimates for Do and V are close to

the values of D and V given above for times just after the pellet in-

jection. This is due to fact that these 'best fit' values for Do and Vo
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are most sensitive just after the pellet injection, when the density pro-

files are changing the most quickly. No (normalized to 1 before the

injection) is found to increase to 1.3 after the injection.

6.4.2 Discharges with Giant Sawteeth

Giant sawteeth. as discussed in Sect 5.4, are sawtooth-like insta-

bilities, which generally result in prompt a return to flatter, pre-pellet

density profile and pre-pellet impurity transport. Typical traces from

a discharge with a giant sawtooth are shown in Fig 5.2.

As shown in Fig 6.8, just before the giant sawtooth, D(r) is hollow,

with a central value of D(r=O) - 2000 cm 2 /sec, S'(r) is flat, with a

central value of S'(r = 0) : 1.1. and V(r) is approximately linear with

r. with V(r/a = 0.5) : 350 cm/sec. After the giant sawtooth, S'(r)

and V(r) are seen to decrease, while D(r) remains relatively unchanged.

As shown in Fig 6.9, D remains unchanged after the giant saw-

tooth. while both V and 9' are seen to decrease. Comparing Figs 6.9

and 6.7. the time histories of D are similar over most of the discharge.

while after the giant sawtooth, V is lower than for the peaking case

until after 370 ins, when the peaking discharge returns to a flatter.

pre-pellet condition. This again provides evidence that changes in f

after pellet injection are responsible for the peaked profiles found both

before giant sawteeth. and during the peaked discharges presented in

the last section.
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Figure 6.7 - Comparison between simulated results (dashed)
and measured line average and P/A density (solid). Simula-
tion uses values of Do = 3200 cm 'sec and Vo = 360 cm/sec
during the decay.
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Figure 6.8 - D(r), V(r), and S'(r) before (t=305 ms) and
after (t=330 mis) a giant sawtooth.
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Figure 6.9 - D . V , and 9' for the giant sawtooth dis-
charge of Fig. 6.8. The effective transport (see Sect 6.4.4) due
the giant sawtooth near 317 ms. is not shown.
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A simulation of a pellet fueled, giant sawtooth discharge, is shown

in Fig 6.10. 'Best fit' values obtained are: Do = 4300 cm 2 /sec. Vo =

690 cm/sec before the giant sawtooth. and Do = 4300 cm2sec. 1=

450 cm/sec after the giant sawtooth. These results are in reasonable

agreement with results of Fig. 6.9 before and after the giant sawtooth.

N(rt) is again assumed to have the form: N(r,t) = ob(: - :o), with

:0 at .90. No is seen to increase from 1.22 before the giant sawtooth

to 1.53 after the giant sawtooth.

6.4.3 High q, Discharges

Low current. high qI (qI > 6.5) discharges are characterized by a

faster post-pellet density decay time and, as shown in Fig. 5.9, ex-

hibit no lasting profile peaking effects after pellet injection, even for

the largest pellet induced density increases.

Shown in Fig. 6.11 are the calculated values of D(r), V(r), and

S'(r ) at 10 ins. and 55 ins. times after the pellet injection. Just af-

ter injection, D(r) is seen to be relatively flat, with a central value of

D(r=0) ~ 3500 cm 2 /sec, S'(r) is flat with a central value of S'(r =

0) = 1.3, and V(r 'a = 0.5) z 100 cm/sec.

55 milliseconds after the pellet injection, the central value of S'( r)

is seen to decrease to S'(r = 0) : 0.5, while V(r) and D(r) increase

near r/a : 0.5.

Shown in Fig. 6.12 are D , V , and 9' , calculated every millisec-

ond during the density decay period. 9' is seen to decrease from - 1.3
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Figure 6.10 - Comparsion between simulated (dashed)
and measured line average and P/A density (solid). Simula-
tion uses Do = 4300 cm 2 /sec and V1 = 690 cm;'sec before
the giant sawtooth. Giant sawtooth is simulated by flattening
profile inside radius r, a = 0.4 at 317 ms, and then changing
transport parameters to Do = 4300 cm 2 sec and 10 = 450
cm/ sec.
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just after injection, to - 0.65, 55 ms. after injection. D is found to

increase from - 3000 cm 2 /sec to - 7500 cm 2 /sec. while V is seen to

remain near 600 cm/sec. This value for D is larger than for the previ-

ous cases (all of which were less than 6000 cm 2 ,'sec), although the large

uncertainty in the absolute amplitudes make this comparison question-

able. This larger value for D is. however, consistent with the fact that

lower particle confinement is found for low current discharges6 4 .

A simulation of this high qi discharge is shown in Fig 6.13. 'Best

fit' values obtained are: Do = 2800 cm 2 /sec. VO = 315 cm/sec, No =

1.12. The simulated line-average density fits the data fairly well, while

the P/A clearly is not as accurate. This is due to the fact that (as

shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12) S' changes by a factor of 2 during the

first 20 nis. after the injection. These 'best fit' simulation values are

close to the measured values of V and D just after the pellet injection.

when the density is decaying most quickly.

6.4.4 Discussion of Results

In summary, for all three cases presented above, the D(r) profiles

are usually found to be slightly hollow, both during the peaked and

non-peaked portion of the discharge, (although D(r) is usually flat just

after pellet injection). It is interesting to compare D(r) profiles ob-

tained at JET" during ICRF experiments. It was found that after

switching off -2 MW of ICRF power, the neutral particle influx de-

creases almost instantaneously, which then results in a decay of the
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Figure 6.13 - Comparison between simulated (dashed)
and measured line-average and P/A density (solid) for high
q, discharge. Simulation uses values of Do = 2800 cm 2 sec
and V = 315 cm, sec.
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background density. Analysis of the density profiles during the decay

period indicated that in order to accurately simulate the density pro-

files, the D(r) profile needed to be slightly hollow. given analytically

as: D(r) = Do(1 - cnr2a 2 ), where Do = 3300 cm 2 sec and a, = 2.

This result is very similar to the central values and the profile shapes

of D(r) shown in Figs. 6.5. 6.8. and 6.11. It is surprising that these

results are so similar. given the fact that the JET plasma density was

approximately 10 times lower (n,(0) = 3 x 1013 cm- 3 ) and the central

temperature was slightly higher (2.5 keV) than that in the Alcator C

discharges.

It should also be noted that sawtooth activity is usually not ob-

served during the density decay period for Alcator C discharges which

exhibit post-pellet peaking. In order to determine the effects of saw-

teeth (both giant and periodic) on the inferred values of D and / ,

simulated density profiles were periodically flattened inside a typical

sawtooth mixing radius and then analyzed using the methods of Sect

6.3. Results indicated that the effects of giant sawteeth were to de-

crease the calculated values of D and V substantially near the saw-

tooth crash time, in some cases resulting in negative values for both.

Clearly negative diffusion is unphysical, but in this case is due to the

effective transport from the sudden density profile changes. For exam-

ple, if 50 density profiles (spanning a 10 ms. time period) are used

to determine D(r) and V(r). D(r) and V(r) cannot be accurately de-

termined in the 10 mis. time period around the giant sawtooth (5 ins

before and after the crash time). This effect is observed in Fig. 6.6

(near 370 ms - solid. and 35.5 ms - dashed) and Fig 6.9 (near giant

sawtooth).
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The effects of small periodic sawteeth on the relatively flat density

profiles, found in discharges after a giant sawtooth, were also studied.

D and IV are both found to decrease, approximately by the same pro-

portion. with the average decrease (averaged over a sawtooth period)

depending on the assumed mixing radius. the sawtooth period, and the

background density peakedness. This implies that the enhanced values

for V found in peaking discharges. are not directly due to the lack of

sawteeth at that time. since only V (not D) was found to decrease

when the profiles return to flatter pre-pellet (sawtoothing) conditions.

Furthermore. small sawteeth are often observed prior to the giant saw-

tooth. while V is found to be larger at that time. Therefore, it is con-

cluded that changes in sawtooth activity after pellet injection are prob-

ably not responsible for the observed changes in f .

The sensitivity of these values for D and V to variations in the

digital filtering time period rb of the raw brightness signals was also

studied. As shown in Figs. 5.6, 5.9. and .7.12, D(t) and V(t) are

smoothed over a 10 is. time period, with the error bars indicating

the approximate scatter in the data. Increasing rb was found to de-

crease the scatter in the resulting V(t) and D(t) traces. However, when

rb was increased to a value close to the averaging time for the D(r)

and V(r) profiles (number of density profiles used to determine D(r)

and V(r) divided by the data digitization rate). the smoothed traces

of D(t) and V(t) decreased noticeably (= 50%). Thus. the brightness

signals used to determine 1(t) and Vf(t) in the previous sections were
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smoothed over 1 ms., resulting in less scatter in b(t) and f(t) . but

with no appreciable change in their average values.

6.5 Theoretical Comparisons

Neoclassical particle transport theory5 5 predicts the background parti-

cle transport that should be present in axisymmetric toroidal confine-

ment systems. Using the approximations T, T, and Vn, , 7n,,

neoclassical particle fluxes can be written as:

r" = D "** - n V"** Z D ..-- (6.11)

Since temperature profile shapes remain relatively constant and

approximately Gaussian shaped (of width aT) after injection, the last

term in Eq. 6.11 is ,x -2nr/a4.. Eq. 6.12 can thus be written as:

rn** = Dn"' &n + nVf** (6.12)

where 1; * includes the temperature gradient induced flux. Shown in

Fig 6.14 are the neoclassical diffusion and convection velocity profiles

(from Ref(551), for the peaking discharge of Fig 6.4, calculated before

pellet injection and during the peaking period of the discharge. D.C*

clearly has a much smaller amplitude and has a different profile shape

than tlimt which is measured (even with the inclusion of the Hinton-

Chang correction 5 9 which can increase both D-' and VC'* by a factor

of - 1.0 - 1.5. depending on the collisionality and minor radius).

V'* is also smaller than the measured values over most of the

plasma radius, although near the origin, where "** is maximum, the
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measured values are similar to the neoclassical predictions. This result

is consistent with fact that the net particle flux near the origin. dur-

ing non-pellet ohmically heated plasmas has previously been reported

to be approximately neoclassical 9 . (from analysis of the density profile

re-peaking between sawteeth). Since the density profiles are centrally

quite flat for these non-pellet discharges. dn,/r is small near the ori-

gin, and the net flux near the origin is due mostly due to inward con-

vection. Thus. these results and the convection velocities found near

the origin after pellet injection, are consistent with neoclassical values.

However, the mnagnittides of D "O and 1 '" are much smaller than the

measured values over most of the plasma radius, and are calculated to

change very little after injection (see Fig. 6.13). Therefore, the changes

in particle transport which are responsible for the more peaked density

profiles observed after pellet injection. are probably not due to changes

in neoclassical fluxes.

A transport mechanism which appears, at least qualitatively, to be

consistent with some of the results of Sect. 6.4. is the ri mode ('mix-

ing mode'60 ). The q, mode is a temperature gradient driven instabil-

ity which results in both increased diffusion and convection, and was

originally proposed as a possible explanation for the anomalously fast

density rise times in Alcator discharges 0 . When the local value of q,.

defined as 4 = / %nd> (the ratio of the density scale length to

the temperature scale length) is sufficiently large. ion-acoustic waves

are predicted to induce radial particle fluxes. Since the density pro-

file shapes during pellet fueled discharges have been correlated with

changes in particle transport, it is interesting to compare predictions

for D and V from this theory with the measured values.
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Figure 6.14 - Neoclassical values for D and V (from
Ref '55)), calculated before injection (solid) and 30 ms. after
(dashed) injection, for peaking discharge shown in Fig. 6.4.
Pre-pellet discharge parameters are: n, = no(1 - r 2

, 2)S. no-

2.2 x 1014 cm~ 3 : T, = T= .' , T0 = 1500eV: Et = 0.5V.
Post-pellet discharge parameters are: n, = no(1-r 2 a2 ),no
4.4 x 1014cm -: T, = Toe, 2 /(-sa 2 . To = 1200eV; Et = 0.TV.
Et is the estimated toroidal electric field used to calculate the
neoclassical Ware pinch.
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The particle flux predicted from i9 transport theory5 6 ,6 1 , 2 can be

written (for r7, : 7e) as:

072 1 n OT,,
r, = - - (6.13)

tBr CT T, &r

where D ,? is non-zero only for the case qi 7 ,m 2 1.5(Reft62 ). and

positive values of CT imply inward particle convection.

In the collisionless regime. (v; , 1). the dissipative trapped-electron

response results in a phase-shift between the fluctuating particle den-

sity and the fluctuating electrostatic potential of the wave. The net

particle flux. in this regime, is found to be directed radially outward

(CT 0). Assuming 7e -T r,, D, can be written as6 2:

,, 2 1+ 7, )3 C2p2D,,(r) = L2c - -ln(1 1+ )) L2 (6.14)

where C, is the sound speed (C, VITe/m,). r T,/Ti, p,

E rR 0 , and q L, = (E/q)oq/&r. q(r) is estimated as q(r) qo -(qj -

qo)r 2 /a.

Using the approximation T, = Toe"" '. Eq. 6.13 can be rewrit-

ten as:

F,, = - -- n 2D, (6.15)
br CTQa

On
r,,= -D,,. - - n V, (6.16)

ar

where V,,(r) E -2Dr 'crajr, and positive values of the V, represent in-

ward flow. In the collisionless regime. (v; < . CT = -4/3. and thus.

V, is directed radially outward. For typical post-pellet Alcator C dis-

charges, v; is. in fact. less than or close to one over most of the central
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portion of the discharge. For this analysis, it will be assumed that the

collisionless theory is applicable, since an extension of this theory into

the more collisional plateau regime is not yet available&0 ,

Qualitatively. these theoretical results can be seen to be consistent

with some of the results of Sect. 6.4. The effects of a negative convec-

tive flow on the background transport would be to decrease the result-

ing value of the convection parameter S. Assuming that qh transport

decreases or 'titrn, of' after a pellet injection, the convection param-

eter. S. would theii be predicted to increase, resulting in more peaked

density profiles. which could then be maintained self-consistently if ?,

remains below fl.c,.t - 1.5. After a giant sawtooth, when density pro-

files return to fatter pre-pellet conditions, 77 increases, resulting in a

'turning on* of the r, transport and a decrease in S. In high q1 dis-

charges, where the temperature profiles are generally more peaked. ,i~

would not decrease to the same level (near q,.9) after pellet injection.

even for large pellet density increases.

A more quantitative comparison can be made by estimating the

effects of 9, transport on changes in S, D, and V. A simple model

is first constructed which assumes that the total transport is due the

combination of Y, transport and a constant background transport. A

local convection parameter. S'(r), due only to the r, mode, is writ-

ten as: S'(r)=a2V.,(r)/2rD,(r) = a2 .'(u2.c7T S,. Using the value

aT/a = 0.55. S,, . -2.5 in the collisionless regime. For more peaked

temperature proiles. S, would have a larger negative value. The total

effective convection parameter is given as:

ST = . , ( - )
\ D,, + Db
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where subscript 'b' identifies the background parameters. This can be

rewritten as:
'-

ST= = 1 (6.17)
S, Sb ,

It is clear that the effect of adding a negative (outward) convec-

tive velocity and increasing the total diffusion will decrease ST. From

Sect. 6.4. 5' is found to decrease from - 1.2 - 1.4 (after the pel-

let injection) to -- 0.5 - 0.7 after the minor disruption (or giant saw-

tooth). Using the estimates of S,, -2.5. Sb = 1.3. and ST = 0.6.

and using Eq. 6.17. it is found that , J -0. 4 3 . Vr/'l' 2 0.57, and

D,,/Db 2 0.22. DT Db - 1.22. Thus. using S,, = -2.5, it is found that

the diffusion should increase by - 20% while the (inward) convection

in should decrease by - 43%.

The values of D,,(r) and V,,(r), predicted from Eq. 6.14, are shown

in Fig. 6.15. D,,(r) and V,,(r) are seen to be very sensitive to the back-

ground density profile peakedness, due to the (1 - Y,)3 dependence of

D,7 and V7. The maximum values of D,,(r) and V,(r) are predicted

to be near r a = 0.4. For density profiles of r? = no(1 - r2 /a 2 )a with

.5 < a < 1.0. the maximum values (near r/a=.4) of D,, are between

103 cm 2 'sec - 104cm 2 sec, and for 1,,. between 102cm'sec - 103 cm/sec.

Comparing these values with those presented in Sect. 6.4, it appears

that for typical background density and temperature profiles. q, trans-

port is sufficiently large to substantially affect the particle transport.

Using the simple model described above. which assumes that the

particle transport just after the pellet injection is due only to a con-

stant background transport, the saturation levels of D,, and V,, are cal-

culated to be: D, (0.22)Db 2: (.22)(6000) = 1300 cm 2 sec. ,,
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(0.43)Vb - (.43)(1000) = 430 cm/sec. Thus, this model would predict

that D would increase by ~ 1300 cm 2 /sec and V would decrease by

430 cm/sec, after a giant sawtooth or minor disruption. when the den-

sity profile returns to flatter, pre-pellet shape. These predictions from

this simple model are illustrated in Fig 6.16.

As shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.9, 1' is seen to decrease -- 50. from

-- 1000 cm. sec to -- 500 cm sec after the giant sawtooth or minor dis-

ruption. This is roughly consistent with the results of the above model.

As shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.9. D is seen to remain relatively constant

just after the giant sawtooth or minor disruption. This is inconsistent

with the predictions of the above model, although the uncertainties are

close to the relative increases predicted (- 20%). D,,(r) and V,(r) are

predicted to be zero at the orgin (D,,(r) x e3 /2), which is consistent

with the small changes in D(r=0) shown in Figs. 6.5 and 6.8.

Therefore. it is concluded that certain aspects of ?; transport the-

ory are consistent with the measurements presented in Sect 6.4. More

detailed comparisons are difficult to obtain since the '; trans'port pa-

rameters are dependent on scale length parameters (L,, L,/Lr), which

have relatively large uncertainties, especially near the origin. For ex-

ample. L, is estimated using q(r) - qo - (qj - qo)r 2 /a 2 . If q(r) were

actually flatter near the origin, which might be expected for sawtooth-

ing discharges, this would result in an increase in L,. and decreases in

t, and D,,(x 1/L0). Similarly, uncertainties in mh, due to uncertain-

ties in the ion temperature and density profile shapes near the origin.

result in large uncertainties in D,, and V,, ( x ri)
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6.6 Summary and Discussion

Density profiles obtained from visible continuum measurements have

been studied during pellet fueled discharges in order to ascertain the

changes induced in the particle transport. A method for obtaining D(r.t)

and V(r.t) in the high density. central source-free region of the plasma

is developed. allowiniz changes in diffusion and convection fluxes to be

determined. Specifically. results from three common pellet injection cases

are presented: discharges with giant sawtooth, large peaking.and high

q[. These results indicate that the increased peaking in the density pro-

files. also found prior to the giant sawtooth is due mostly to increases

in the inward convection flux. D(r) is found to be slightly hollow. with

a central value usually near 2500 cm 2 /sec. It was determined that in-

creases in V found during peaked post-pellet discharges were probably

not directly due to the changes in sawtooth activity at that time.

Calculations from neoclassical transport theory result in values for

D and V which are too small to account for changes in transport after

pellet injection. Values for V near the origin. however, are found to be

close to neoclassical values. as was also previously reported on Alcator

C during non-pellet discharges 9 .

Collisionless ri, theory. relevant for the central region of the Alca-

tor C plasmas studied. is predicted to result in a net outward particle

flux 6 1 . Qualitatively. this type of transport is found to be consistent

with the results of Sect. 6.4. Quantitatively. certain features of this

theory are also in atreement. Using the value T = -4 3 predicted by

this theory, fractional changes in V for discharges which become highly

peaked after pellet injections. are found to be roughly consistent with

a model in which t le rj, mode is -turned off' after the pellet injection.
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highly peaked after pellet injections, are found to be roughly consis-

tent with a model in which the Yi mode is 'turned off' after the pel-

let injection. The saturation levels for D, and V, are also in reason-

able agreement with these measurements. although they are found to

be very sensitive to uncertainties in the scale length parameters. es-

pecially near the origin. The radial profiles of D,(r) and V.(r) art

predicted to be proportional to ,2. which is consistent with the fact

that D(r=O) is observed to change very little after a giant sawtooth or

minor disruption.

There are still many questions concerning the changes in particle

transport on Alcator C after pellet injections. While it appears that

some of these results are consistent with predictions from ri theory.

clearly any other theory that would predict an increase in outward flux

with an increase in q,, might similarly be consistent. The strong cor-

relation between impurity and background transport is also not under-

stood. If the 77, mode is quenched after pellet injection and no other

background transport strongly affects the impurities, classical transport

might be expected to become relevant. This would result in centrally

peaked impurity profiles after pellet injection. (as is in fact observed

for Mo). After the giant sawtooth. when the 77, mode returns. impurity

transport would be predicted to return to pre-pellet conditions (which

is also observed).
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CHAPTER 7

Thesis Summary and Recommendations for Future Work

A spatially resolving visible light detector system is used to mea-

sure continuum radiation near 5360A on the Alcator C Tokamak. Ac-

curate determinations of Zff are obtained from continuum measure-

ments using independently determined temperature and density mea-

surements. Density profiles during high density, clean (Zeff ~ 1.2),

pellet fueled discharges. are also determined and are used to study the

changes in particle transport after injection.

For discharges with sufficiently large pellet density increases (an./ie_

.7 - .9), density profiles are found to become peaked after injection.

These profiles either remain peaked for most of the remainder of' the

discharge or return to pre-pellet flatter profiles after a 'giant' sawtooth.

Both the threshold for transport changes and the effect of giant saw-

teeth are well correlated with changes in trace impurity transport.

Analyses of density profiles after pellet injection yield information

about the radial diffusion and convection velocity of the plasma parti-

cles. The peakedness in the density profiles, observed after pellet in-

jection. is attributable mostly to increases in inward convection. It is

concluded that neoclassical fluxes are too small to account for these

changes. Predictions from collisionless r, transport theory56 are found

to be roughly consistent with the changes in V after pellet injection.
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Impurity transport is found to be well correlated with the changes

in the background particle transport. However, the relationship be-

tween the two is not clear. The increased peaking in impurity pro-

files may be due to the quenching of the r, mode after pellet injec-

tion. which would then lead to the classical result of peaked impurity

profiles.

This thesis has presented measurements and analysis of one-dimensional

(radial coordinate) visible continuum brightness profiles using multi-

channel detector systenis. It is suggested that using two orthogonal

viewing arrays, two-dimensional profiles could be reconstructed. Mea-

surements of poloidally asymmetric profiles could, in principle, be used

to determine both radial and poloidal transport. Spatial and temporal

details of the density profile perturbations during giant sawteeth might

also be determined. Since recent sawtooth measurements"' have been

found in some cases to be inconsistent with the Kadomtsev model" 1.

this is currently an area of both experimental and theoretical inter-

est. It is also suggested that by using a 2-D viewing continuum array,

spatially resolved density fluctuation profiles could be studied. Since

the bremsstrahlung emission is approximately proportional to n 2 /T' 1 2 ,

brightness fluctuations would be due mostly to density fluctuations. In-

tersecting brightness chords could then be cross-correlated (over a suf-

ficient time period) to yield fluctuation profiles.
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APPENDIX A

Green's Function Solution to Transport Equation

This section presents the general Green's function solution for the

non-homgeneous particle transport equation (Eq. 6.3). As discussed

in Chapter 6, the diffusion coefficient D and convection veloctiy V are

assumed to have the following simple forms:

D(r, t) = Do (A.1)

V(r,t) = Vjr /a

where positive VO denotes inward radial flow.

Thus, the particle transport equation is given as:

tn(r, t) 1 9 on(r, t)
t & -r{-Do -(r,t)Vor/a} = N(r,t) (A.2)

New variables are introduced :

z = r/a, 0 < z < I (A.3)

=_ z 3 0 x < I

S = aVo/2Do

The solution to Eq. A.2 (also Eq. 6.3) has been found to be:

n(x, t) = .V(x'. t')G(x, x', t, t')dx'dt' (.A.4)

0 0

- 'brne /? eSzNn(x)
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where,

,1 , " -1" (x),V,,(x')e-M'
G(x, x', t, t') = E in ( A.5)

n=O

M ,,(x) is a shortened notation for the confluent hypergeometric

function Mn(~ ,1.Sx) (see Ref.i64' ). r, are the 'eigentimes' of the

homogeneous portion of Eq. A.2 and are generally a function of S

and Do. r,(Do.S) is calculated in Appendix B by expanding r,(Do, S)

around S=O. r' is defined as r' = a 2 /4Do.

The second tern in Eq. A.4 describes the time history of the

source free density profiles. b, is the Fourier-hypergeometric coefficients

of the initial density profile n(xt=O):

' I esz e -StA,(x)n(x, t = 0)}dx
Ses{esz -S (x)} 2 dz

r, in Eq. A.5 is a normalization integral given by:

I, = eSz{e-SzA(x) 2 dx

An important example is for the case where the edge source is

approximated by a delta function near the edge xO (remembering that

x = .2):

(x.t) = A(t)6(x - xO) (.4.6)

In this case. Eq. A.4 becomes:

n .r.f I = A(t')G(x, xo, t, t' )dt'
JCO
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- Z e-Sz X()
n=0

or,

/t O -SI~nrAnr~-tt)r

n(x,t)= A(t') e. (x)AN(xo)e dt' (A.7)

Sn=O

i=0

.Assuming a simple time dependence for A(t), the time integral

can be performed analytically. For example, assuming A(t) = Ao 

Ale-t/N, (where rTv is the decay time for the source) the solution is

given as:

n(x t) A r e(- e ) + AiT (etr - et/)l
'0r~ rn

(A.8

n=0

For the case t - :o. Eq. A.8 becomes:

n(x, t = x)= ( I n((A9)
nt=O

Equation A.9 is the steady-state solution with a delta function

source at x = ro Since r, can be written as a2 /(Dof,(S)) (as is shown

in Appendix B). .1 1, ( ,1.Sx) = A 1,(fn(S)/4, 1. Sx) is only a func-

tion of S, and after substituting :2 = x into the equation:
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A0a2  e-s 2 M n( 2 )M 0(z2)
n(z, t = ox) = 5- I f(S) (4.10)

The profile shape of n(z. t = c'c) clearly only depends on S and zo.

The peak-to-average of the steady-state profile vs. S is shown in Fig.

6.2 for the cases zo = 0.9 and :0 = 0.95. These results indicate that the

peakedness of these steady-state profiles are only weakly dependent on

the exact position of the edge source. Thus, using more physical. dis-

tributed edge sources should also result in steady-state profiles shapes

which are only dependent on S.
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APPENDIX B

Calculation of Eigenvalues rm(Do, S)

In order to utilize the Green's function solution presented in Ap-

pendix A, it is necessary to know the 'eigentimes' r,, which are gener-

ally a function of Do and S at'/2Do. These eigentimes are derived

from the eigenvalues of the homogeneous portion of Eq. 6.3. D and V

are assumed to have the following simple forms:

D(r, t) = Do (B.1)

V(r, t) = Vor/a,

where positive 1o denotes inward radial 4iow. The homogeneous trans-

port equation is given as:

&n(r, t) I & an (r, t)
r{-Do 1 - n(r, t)Vor a} = 0 (B.2)

at r Or o

Seperating n(r.t) into n(r,t)=y(r)T(t), Eq. B.2 becomes:

1 0 dy yVor -1&T 1
jr(-Do- - ) = --- =W (B.3)

y 0r or a T t r

where r, :- 0 is a constant to be determined from the boundary con-

ditions.

The time solution is clearly

T(t) = Toe~r ( B.4)

The equation for y(r) is now:
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a D9y -
- r(Do - -

a &
yVor -y

a rn

The series solution to Eq. B.5 has been found to be (within a

constant) :

(-S' -C)

r-
-S' - C)(-2S' + C) 4

- ( 2242

-S' -C)-2S' -C)(-3S' -C) 6
24262r 

...

where S' and C are functions of Do, 7n and S = aVo/2DO given

by:

-45

a2
(B.7)

1
rDo

Imposing the boundary condition on Eq. B.6 of y(r = a) = 0 and

defining y.(S', C(S')) = y(r = a) Eq. B.6 becomes:

Y a 0 - 1  (-S' -C ) a2
Ya = 0 = 1 - .)22

-S' +-C)(-2S' & C) 4

)242

(-S' - C)(-2S' -s- C)(-3S' - C) 6

224262

In order to determine C(S') in Eq. B.8. (which will lead to the so-

lution for r,(S') from Eq. B.7), C(S') is written as a Taylor expansion

around S'=0:

C(S') = C
dC

S'=o S'=o

ld 2 Ci; l

2 d S2 =o

1.50

(B.5)

y(r) = 1 - (B.6)

(B.8)

(B.9)



The first term in Eq. B.7, C(S' = 0), corresponds to an eigen-

value of the Bessel function Jo (since the case Vo = 0 simplifies Eq.

B.2 into the differential Bessel Equation of zero order). To simplify

things, consider only the first eigenvalue. so that ro(S' = 0) =roi =

a2 /(2.405) 2Do. where roj is the lowest order eigentime of Jo. Higher

orders can be calctilated in .a similar manner.

Thus, from Eq. B.T.

1 _(2.405)2

C( S'=0) =r =S )O a (B.10)

which is the constant term in Eq. B.9.

In order to obtain the higher order Taylor coefficients of Eq. B.9.

first note that since 0 = ya, it follows that

0 dya

dS'

dS 2

Therefore,

dy.('.C(S')) _Ya &ya dC'
d15' aS' BCdS'

or.

dC -9ya '9S'
d- -(B.12)
dS' 4ya9 idC

The numerator and denominator of Eq. B.12 are calculated by

taking the partial derivatives of Eq. B.8 with respect to S' and C, re-

sulting in a ratio of t wo infinite summations. dc is then obtained
dS' S'=o
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by inputting S' = 0 and C(S' = 0) = (2.405) 2 /a 2 ( Eq. B.10) into the

resulting expression. After summing 9 terms, the numerator is calcu-

lated to be -5.396935 x 10-2, the denominator -. 1079387. Thus the

second term in Eq. B.9 is:

dCj
= 0.50000 (B.13)

dS' is s=0

Higher order ternis are determined in a similar manner but become

progressively more complicated to calculate.

For example. the next term in Eq. B.9 is written as:

&C S~2 8S'C + &S SB C2 dS

d2 C AC i as2 OsIOC s' as,\asldc S (Bs14
--- 2  = (B.14)dS'2 Is'=O (&Y. / 4C) 2 s-=O

Each partial derivative in Eq. B.14 is calculated from Eq. B.8 by

substituting S'=0 and C(S'=0) = (2.405) 2 /a 2 . s' which appears

in Eq. B.14, was calculated previously to be 0.5000.

A general algorithm was written which calculates the higher order

Taylor coefficients for Eq. B.9. After substituting the definition for S'

and C into Eq. B.9, an expression for ro is found to be:

ro :: (a 2 /Do ){(2.405) 2 - (2.000)S - (.21805)S 2  (B.15)

-(1.2487 x 10- 3 )S4 -- (6.1507 x 10~r)S6}l

This expression has been found to be accurate in the range -5. -

S < 5. by verifying that ya is zero for these predicted values of r0 .

Negative values for S represent radially outward particle flows Vo < 0.
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Higher order eigentimes are calculated by expanding around the

higher order zeros of Jo. For example, using C(S'=0) = (5.5201) 2 /a 2

in the above analysis results in expression for rl(Do,S):

r, ~ (a2/Do){(5.5201) 2 - (2.000)S + (.31145)S 2  (B.16)

(3.6483 x 10- 4 )S4 - (5.8701 X 106)S6}~
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